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Wednesday, September 30
Category: Arts & Culture

A Doom Of One’s Own: Movies On The Radio Explores Films About Isolation 
One of the truest forms of horror Hollywood ever depicts is the story of mankind abandoned, 
disoriented or forgotten. Whether it’s a film about being lost at sea like Robert Zemeckis’ “Cast 
Away” or one about being so miniscule that your spouse believes you’ve been eaten by the 
family cat — as was the case in the 1957 sci-fi film “The Incredible Shrinking Man,” — movies 
about isolation force viewers to confront some of their worst fears. In this month’s Movies on the 
Radio, host Frank Stasio and film experts Marsha Gordon and Laura Boyes discuss the various 
forms isolation takes on screen and why ideas about being lost, bereft, and alone are so 
relevant in COVID culture. Gordon is a film professor at North Carolina State University and a 
public scholar at the National Endowment for the Humanities. Boyes is the film curator for the 
North Carolina Museum of Art and the curator of the Moviediva series at the Carolina Theater in 
Durham.

Tuesday, September 29
Category: Politics

Being Heard At The Polls Is Still A Struggle For Many North Carolinians
While going to the ballot box on Election Day is an important ritual for many voters, the 
coronavirus pandemic has introduced a change in routine. As of Tuesday, Sept. 28, the North 
Carolina State Board of Elections has received more than a million absentee ballot requests. At 
this time in 2016, the Board of Elections had received just over 100,000. While some voters 
hope to stay healthy by avoiding the polls, mail-in voting still presents some anxiety and 
uncertainty, especially for historically disenfranchised voters like African Americans and Latinos. 
North Carolina’s mail-in ballots come with instructions in English but none in Spanish. And in 
2018, Black voters were more than twice as likely to have their mail-in ballots rejected than 
white voters, according to a study conducted by ProPublica and WRAL News.

In an effort to decrease voter disenfranchisement from mail-in voting, the legislature passed a 
bipartisan bill earlier this year which reduces the number of witnesses required from two to one 
and streamlines the absentee ballot request process. The Democratic-majority Board of 
Elections is also going through a settlement to allow voters to correct rejected ballots, but the 
settlement has faced opposition from Republican state legislators.

Policies and practices that make voting more difficult for otherwise-eligible voters are not new. 
In the Jim Crow era, voting laws and rules were enacted specifically to prevent African 
Americans from exercising their right to vote, and some of those laws persist today. Host Frank 
Stasio talks with WUNC race and Southern culture reporter Leoneda Inge about one of these 
laws and the story of Lanisha Bratcher Jones, a North Carolina woman charged with a felony for 
voting while on probation.  Stasio also talks with North Carolina Central University School of 
Law professor Irving Joyner about the North Carolina State Board of Elections’ efforts to 
decrease voter disenfranchisement in mail-in voting. Stasio also speaks with Vickie Shea, who 
volunteers with Democracy NC as an election protector, about what she looks out for at polling 
sites on Election Day to ensure that all voters can feel confident in submitting their ballots.



Category: Religion
Truth Beyond Belief: ‘Intimate Alien’:
Evidence matters little in the case of UFOs. Forty-five percent of people in the U.S. believe 
UFOs exist and have visited Earth, according to a 2020 Ipsos poll. Yet those pushing for 
government transparency and scientific inquiry often face ridicule. How can a belief so 
widespread be marginalized at the same time? While most literature focuses on proving or 
disproving sightings, a recent book from a professor emeritus at UNC-Chapel Hill offers a third 
path for considering UFOs: Believer or skeptic, the magnetic power of alien visitation is a 
collective myth. Using Jungian analysis, author David Halperin revisits his own years as a 
teenage UFOlogist and dissects the history of alien visitation and prophetic vision in “Intimate 
Alien: The Hidden Story of the UFO” (Stanford University Press/2020). Halperin explains to host 
Frank Stasio why — from Ezekiel’s chariot to Roswell to “Chicken Little” — humanity remains 
transfixed by the celestial unknown. Halperin is a professor emeritus of religious studies at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Flyleaf Books will host a one year anniversary launch 
event on March 24, 2021.

September 28, 2020
Category: Race/Minorities

A Black Nationalist Upbringing Fueled A Criminal Justice Reformer: Meet Dawn 
Blagrove:Dawn Blagrove identified her life’s work at an early age. As a young girl growing up in 
1970s segregated Milwaukee, she read Sam Greenlee’s novel “The Spook Who Sat By The 
Door.” It tells the story of a Black CIA operative who goes undercover within the system and 
takes what he learns back to his Chicago neighborhood to help young people start a revolution. 
The book was one of many Black nationalist texts she read that informed her early awareness 
that structural racism is baked into American society. Her parents also laid a strong foundation 
for her activism. They both had ties to the Black Panther party and worked hard to teach her 
about the parts of American history she would not learn about in school. Blagrove’s mother built 
a home environment that instilled Black pride in her children: the walls were adorned with 
images of Black icons like Huey Newton and Angela Davis; the kids only played with Black 
dolls; and all Santa Claus figurines were colored in with a Sharpie. Blagrove continued to build 
upon that foundation through degrees in political science and law. Today, as the executive 
director of Emancipate NC, she educates communities in North Carolina about the power they 
have to change the criminal justice system. Host Frank Stasio talks to Blagrove about what that 
work looks like in the midst of a national movement for racial justice and how the seeds planted 
in her childhood have come to fruition in her career. 

Friday, September 25
Category: Race/Minorities

Summer Of Racial Reckoning NPR Special: Part Three
Months into a global pandemic, a loud cry for racial justice erupted around the country and the 
world. Protesters took to the streets demanding an end to police brutality and systemic racism 
and repeatedly echoed the names of three recently-killed Black Americans: George Floyd, 
Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery. In a new three-part series, NPR Hosts Ailsa Chang and 
Rachel Martin look back at the past six months and report on how we got to where we are 
today. In episode one, they heard stories from people who knew and loved Floyd, Taylor and 
Arbery. In part two, they stepped back and looked at the system that protesters are pushing 
back against. And in part three they examine the way forward. In conversations with civil rights 
leaders, police and protesters, they raise questions about the various proposals for systemic 
change, from bringing down Confederate monuments to defunding the police. 

Thursday, September 24, 2020



Category: Education
UNC System Updates: New Chancellor Search Policy & Increased Enrollment:
North Carolina State University announced a return to in-person classes and on-campus 
living for the spring semester yesterday. The school closed in late August after a rise in 
COVID-19 cases. School reopenings led to spikes in cases across the country, according to 
a new study co-authored by two North Carolina-based professors — as many as 3,000 
cases per day. Meanwhile, a contentious decision passed through the University of North 
Carolina Board of Governors last week to allow the UNC System president a bigger role in 
filling open chancellor positions. The UNC System president can now nominate two 
candidates for consideration by a university’s Board of Trustees — and in addition to their 
other choices, the Board of Trustees must return at least one of those candidates as a 
finalist for approval by the president. Opponents of the new policy said that the decision 
reduces the competitiveness of the chancellor search. Last week’s Board of Governors 
meeting also contained an update about overall enrollment: The UNC System saw a 1% 
increase in enrollment from last year, driven largely by graduate programs. Host Anita Rao 
talks with WUNC’s education reporter Liz Schlemmer about the new chancellor search 
policy, enrollment and updates about the system’s finances and COVID-19 cases.

Category: Arts
Embodied: Who Decides What Content Is Explicit?
Parental advisory labels date back to the 1980s. They exist, in part, to alert consumers to 
the presence of profanity, explicit discussion of sex and sexuality and graphic violence. But 
there has never been a unilateral ranking system to determine what content must be 
labeled as explicit. For music, those decisions are made collaboratively, between artists, 
their recording labels and the Recording Industry Association of America. But for newer 
content models like podcasts and web streaming series, explicit content labels are even 
more subjective. Creators can determine before releasing their work that their content is not 
suitable for an all-ages audience and self-identify their work as “explicit.” But in the event 
that they do not, listeners can deem the work explicit and appeal to the creator’s distributing 
partner to add an explicit content label. Cultural historian Chloe-Rose Crabtree believes that 
it is that subjectivity that makes explicit content labels ineffective. She joins host Anita Rao 
to discuss the history of the Parental Advisory Label system and how it continues to 
influence what content we consider explicit today.

Category: Arts
A.yoni Jeffries Is An Afro-Indigenous Hemp Farmer Whose ‘Potential Gon’ Pay’
Durham-based musician A.yoni Jeffries understands discouragement. Her latest album, 
“Potential Gon’ Pay,” was delayed three times this year. But the 25-year-old never stays 
discouraged for long. In the interim, while she awaited a new release date, she focused her 
attention on a new endeavor, Handèwa Farms, which she launched in December 2019 with 
eight partners. Many of them, including herself are of Afro-Indigenous descent. Hemp has 
been the farm’s primary crop this year, an intentional choice meant to destigmatize the plant 
and its uses. She pushes boundaries in her music, too. Jeffries joins host Anita Rao to talk 
about farming activism and “Potential Gon’ Pay,” which is finally available for streaming and 
purchase.

Wednesday, September 23, 2020
Category: Arts and Culture

#BackChannel: ‘The Killing of Breonna Taylor,’ Black Women’s Fight For Voting Rights 
And More:



There are still very few answers about what led to the police killing of 26-year-old Breonna 
Taylor in Louisville, Kentucky earlier this year. Police officers battered their way into Taylor’s 
apartment, serving a “no-knock” warrant, and shot Taylor five times. As the FBI and Kentucky 
state officials continue to investigate the death, a new documentary from The New York Times 
Presents digs into official reports and documents to piece together what went wrong. “The 
Killing of Breonna Taylor” also paints a picture of who she was as a person through interviews 
with Taylor’s friends and family. 
Host Frank Stasio talks about the story with popular culture experts Natalie Bullock Brown and 
Mark Anthony Neal for #BackChannel, our recurring series connecting culture and context. 

They also review the cultural contributions of four recently deceased icons: actor Chadwick 
Boseman, Kool & The Gang founding member Ronald Bell, soul singer D.J. Rogers and 
professional baseball player Lou Brock. Neal and Brown also untangle the many threads of 
HBO’s new series “Lovecraft Country,” starring Jonathan Majors and Jurnee Smollett. The 
fantasy show created by Misha Green examines systemic racism through the genres of horror 
and science fiction. They are also joined by scholar Martha S. Jones to look at the history of the 
relationship between Black women and voting rights in the U.S. Jones is a professor of history 
at Johns Hopkins University and the author of “Vanguard: How Black Women Broke Barriers, 
Won the Vote, and Insisted On Equality For All” (Basic Books/2020).
 
Natalie Bullock Brown is a filmmaker and teaching assistant professor at North Carolina State 
University. Mark Anthony Neal is the James B. Duke Professor and chair of the department of 
African and African American studies at Duke University. He is also an author and the host of 
the webcast “Left of Black.”

Tuesday, September 22, 2020
Category: Health

Why Did Western North Carolina Nurses Unionize?
Around 1,800 healthcare workers at Mission Hospitals are now represented by National Nurses 
United. In a press release, the NNU called the election “the largest hospital union victory in the 
South since 1975.” Seventy percent of the ballots cast were in favor of union representation at 
two Asheville-based health facilities owned by HCA Healthcare. Previously nonprofit, Mission 
was acquired by for-profit chain HCA in February 2019, following a nationwide trend towards 
consolidation in the healthcare industry. Since then, concerns arose among staff and community 
members about facilities’ decreasing staff-to-patient ratios and quality of patient care. In March, 
before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, nurses formally petitioned the National Labor 
Relations Board to unionize. Asheville Citizen-Times reporter Brian Gordon talks with host 
Frank Stasio about the nurses’ reasons for collective bargaining power. 

Category: Government
Here’s What To Know Before Voting In North Carolina’s Judicial Races.
Races for executive and legislative positions in North Carolina are in full swing — but what 
about the third branch of government? There are 190 judicial seats up for election this year, 
most notably three seats on the North Carolina Supreme Court. Chief Justice Cheri Beasley, a 
Democrat, will run to keep her seat against Republican associate justice Paul Newby. Democrat 
Lucy Inman will face Republican Phil Berger Jr. for Newby’s vacated seat, and a third open seat 
will be filled by either Republican Tamara Barringer or Democrat Mark Davis. North Carolina 
elects its judges and justices in partisan races — Newby is currently the only Republican on the 
seven-seat court. The state Supreme Court makes decisions on cases ranging from voter ID 
requirements to the state’s obligation to ensure access to public education. In addition to the 



Supreme Court races, there are five state Court of Appeals races, 163 district court races and 
19 superior court races. Host Frank Stasio talks with Jeanette Doran about the importance of 
the 2020 judicial races, the structure of the court system and how voters can find information 
about the candidates. Doran is the president and general counsel of the North Carolina Institute 
for Constitutional Law, a conservative-leaning policy organization.

Category: Politics
Ronnie Chatterji Says He’s The Nerd North Carolina Voters Need
Aaron “Ronnie” Chatterji is a first-time political candidate, running as a Democrat for the position 
of North Carolina Treasurer. He knows it is a challenge, facing off against an incumbent. And he 
knows a win would be unprecedented: If elected, he would become the first Indian American 
elected to statewide office in North Carolina. But Chatterji intends to lean into the facets of his 
life, his career in education and economics and his ethnic identity that set him apart as a 
candidate. Host Frank Stasio talks to Chatterji about his run for the office of state treasurer and 
how his platform sets him apart.

Monday, September 21, 2020
Category: Arts & Culture

Meet Rissi Palmer, The Black Female Country Artist Spotlighting The Genre’s Diverse 
History
Independent country music recording artist Rissi Palmer is not surprised by the feedback she 
has received about her new Apple Music radio show “Color Me Country Radio,” which explores 
Black, Latinx and Indigenous voices in country music. She has heard everything from, “Is this a 
limited series? You’re going to run out of people to talk to!” to “Why does everything have to be 
about race?” As an artist formerly signed to a mainstream label, Palmer knows all about the 
erasure of Black artists and culture that happens on the mainstream country music scene. Since 
becoming an independent artist, she has been able to be more vocal about the industry’s slow 
pace in embracing diversity and inclusion. Host Frank Stasio spends the hour with Palmer, 
discussing her long musical career; early, eclectic influences; the home she has made in 
Durham; and her latest venture, “Color Me Country Radio.” She will also discuss her next 
appearance, as part of the International Bluegrass Music Association’s 5th Annual Shout & 
Shine Showcase, an online event slated for October 3. 

Friday, September 18
Category: Race/Minorities

Summer Of Racial Reckoning NPR Special: Part Two
Months into a global pandemic, a loud cry for racial justice erupted around the country and the 
world. Protesters took to the streets demanding an end to police brutality and systemic racism 
and repeatedly echoed the names of three recently-killed Black Americans: George Floyd, 
Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery. In a new three-part series, NPR Hosts Ailsa Chang and 
Rachel Martin look back at the past six months and report on how we got to where we are 
today. In episode one, they heard stories from people who knew and loved Floyd, Taylor and 
Arbery. In part two, they step back and look at the system that protesters are pushing back 
against and hear from generations of protesters in Los Angeles about how today’s moment 
looks familiar.

Thursday, September 17, 2020
Category: Health

COVID-19 Death Rates Are Higher In NC’s Rural Counties. Here’s Why.



Though COVID-19 struck North Carolina’s suburban and urban communities earliest, the virus 
has begun to sweep through the state’s rural communities at an alarming rate. According to 
recent reporting in The Charlotte Observer, about 33 of every 100,0000 residents in the state’s 
80 rural counties had died from the coronavirus as of Sept. 9. Their reporting found the rates of 
death per 100,000 as 26 in suburban counties and 24 in urban counties. Among the factors that 
may be contributing to this are inconsistent mask-wearing, large social gatherings, difficulty in 
procuring COVID-19 testing and both residents’ distance from hospitals and hospitals’ lack of 
resources to treat advanced COVID-19 cases. Ames Alexander, investigative reporter for The 
Charlotte Observer, joins host Frank Stasio to discuss what he found digging into what is 
happening in rural counties. 

Category: Crime/Law Enforcement
New Book Shares The View From Inside North Carolina’s Death Row
The criminal justice system puts prisoners out of sight and out of mind for the public. But the 
recently published book “Crimson Letters: Voices from Death Row” (Black Rose Writing/2020) 
aims to draw back the veil on the people and realities that make up North Carolina’s death row. 
Through their essays, four men on death row describe how their lives led them into the criminal 
justice system. The men tell stories of childhoods influenced by crime and violence, abuses 
administered by guards in prison and the experience of saying goodbye to friends before they 
are led to execution. The book challenges readers to remember the humanity of men on death 
row and to not simply write them off as “monsters.” The deeply personal essays share each 
man’s journey to finding meaning to a life overshadowed by death. Host Frank Stasio talks with 
Tessie Castillo and Lyle May, co-authors of “Crimson Letters,” about the stories and the process 
of writing the book. Castillo is a journalist and public speaker, and May is a prisoner at Raleigh’s 
Central Prison. Castillo also hosts virtual book clubs for interested readers.

Category: Environment
Don’t Call The SWAT Team! These 9 Flies Are Local Delights:
What makes a fly a fly? Well sure, they have wings. But importantly, only two. The larger 
category for flies is Diptera, which tells you this if you break it down: In Greek, “di” means two 
(like divide or dialogue), and “ptera” means wing (like pterodactyl). Lots of other insects have 
four wings, but flies’ back wings evolved into a set of gyroscopes that let the insects balance 
themselves in-flight and perform the twisting acrobatics that makes them hard to smack. Host 
Frank Stasio flies away with Diptera experts Matt Bertone and Chris Goforth. Bertone is the 
director of the Plant Disease and Insect Clinic at North Carolina State University. Goforth is the 
head of citizen science at the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences. BugFest: A Virtual 
Infestation is hosting remote events from Monday, Sept. 14 through Saturday, Sept. 19. Goforth 
shares all sorts of fun facts about aquatic flies on Friday from 10 to 11 a.m., and both Bertone 
and Goforth will co-present “Beautiful, Brilliant and Bizarre Flies YOU Can Find in North 
Carolina” on Saturday from 11 a.m. to noon. Later that night at 8 p.m., Goforth and others at the 
museum will throw a “Party at Your Porchlight” where they will show off some of the insects that 
only come out at night. Attend and get help identifying the insects circling the light. You can 
check out the full schedule and register here.

Wednesday, September 16, 2020
Category: Politics

Straw Donors Or Activist Workplace? DeJoy Accused Of Compensating Former 
Employees’ Political Donations
Campaign finance records show suspicious donation patterns from former employees at New 
Breed Logistics. Several former employees at the High Point-based company described an 
illegal donation scheme — workers’ political donations to specific candidates would be 
compensated with bonuses from Postmaster General Louis DeJoy, the chief executive of New 
Breed at the time. While it is legal for superiors to encourage employees to make donations, it is 

https://tessiecastillo.com/book-club/


a felony to reimburse or financially-incentivize campaign contributions. DeJoy denies that he 
broke campaign finance law, however he routinely pressured employees to contribute to 
Republican candidates. He and his employees donated over $200,000 towards Sen. Thom 
Tillis’ successful campaign to unseat Sen. Kay Hagan in 2014. In 2012, Gov. Pat McCrory 
received $96,500 from DeJoy and New Breed employees. McCrory won the race for governor 
that year, and DeJoy's wife, Aldona Wos, was appointed as his state secretary of Health and 
Human Services. Host Frank Stasio talks with WUNC’s Rusty Jacobs and Jason deBruyn about 
their deep dive into the numbers and the legality of New Breed’s politically-active workplace. 
Jacobs is a politics reporter and deBruyn is a data reporter for North Carolina Public Radio.

Category: Environment
North Carolina Coast Left Unprotected After Trump’s Offshore Drilling Moratorium
President Donald Trump announced a 10-year moratorium on offshore drilling off the coasts of 
Georgia, Florida and South Carolina last week. It appears on the surface to be a win for 
concerned environmentalists, but citizens in North Carolina are left wondering: Why were North 
Carolina coasts left unprotected? The federal government holds the power to lease waters for 
drilling more than three nautical miles off the coast. Drilling has never occurred in the state’s 
deeper waters, and past administrations — including those of George H. W. Bush and Bill 
Clinton — have banned offshore drilling entirely along the Atlantic coast. However, since 2015, 
the federal government has flipped back and forth between allowing and banning drilling along 
the Atlantic coastline, culminating in Trump’s most recent decision. Geophysical services 
companies have already expressed interest in seismic testing for North Carolina’s resources. 
U.K.-based company WesternGeco recently withdrew an application for testing that it filed with 
the Bureau of Ocean and Energy Management, but other companies have applied. Coastal 
communities have expressed concern for wildlife and the tourism industry should seismic testing 
and offshore drilling commence. Host Frank Stasio talks with Lisa Sorg, environmental reporter 
for the progressive news organization NC Policy Watch, and Stan Riggs, distinguished research 
professor of geology at Eastern Carolina University, about history and recent events 
surrounding offshore drilling in the state.

Category: Weather
After the Storm: Podcast Series Looks At Life Two Years After Florence
Hurricane Florence made landfall in North Carolina on Sept. 14, 2018. Two years later, homes 
and livelihoods are still on the mend. In Craven County, where the city of New Bern was 
devastated by flooding from the hurricane, disaster recovery groups are still trying to get 
assistance to nearly 1,400 households affected by the storm. A podcast series called “Storm 
Stories” focuses on the people and places who may never be the same after the hurricane. In 
14 episodes, “Storm Stories” explores individual stories of recovery and difficult decision-
making, as well as broader topics like housing and the pandemic’s effect on rebuilding. The 
series is produced and hosted by Laura Bratton, the co-director of Shoresides, a journalism 
project focused on reporting in rural coastal North Carolina, and a contributor to WNYC and 
YR Media's 18-29 Now project. Host Frank Stasio talks with Bratton about the series and her 
work with communities still in recovery from Florence.

Tuesday, September 15, 2020
Category: Politics

Cunningham And Tillis Fight For A Leg Up in North Carolina U.S. Senate Race
Incumbent Republican Sen. Thom Tillis and Democratic challenger Cal Cunningham faced off 
last night in the first of three televised debates. This race is one of the most closely watched in 
the country as it is considered a true toss up. If the vote goes to Cunningham, Democrats need 
to win four additional seats in November to ensure control in the U.S. Senate. Many of the 
questions in the hour-long debate focused on topics related to the coronavirus pandemic. The 

https://youngamericaspeaksup.org/


two also sparred over systemic racism and each other’s records. Tillis won the seat in 2014 
from incumbent Democrat Kay Hagan. Cal Cunningham is a corporate attorney and retired 
lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army Reserves. Liberatarian Shannon Bray and Constitution Party 
nominee Kevin Hayes both appear on the ballot, but neither appeared in Monday’s debate. Host 
Frank Stasio talks with WUNC’s Jeff Tiberii, the capitol bureau chief and host of the “WUNC 
Politics Podcast,” about his takeaways and what to look out for in the next two debates, which 
are scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 22 and Thursday, Oct. 1.

Category: Politics
Things You Need To Know About The N.C. Council Of State 
The North Carolina Council of State is one of two collective bodies that make up the state’s 
executive branch. It consists of 10 elected positions, including the governor, lieutenant governor 
and offices overseeing labor, agriculture, the treasury, insurance, education and more. Do you 
know what each of the 10 positions does or how the Council of State differs from the North 
Carolina Cabinet? As the upcoming election nears, voters may benefit from close investigation 
of what each official does for their constituency. Chris Cooper, head of Western Carolina 
University’s political science and public affairs department joins host Frank Stasio to bring 
listeners a refresher course on the Council of State’s role in local governance. Then, North 
Carolina Treasurer Dale Folwell, a Republican, also joins the conversation to share a closer 
look at the office of the treasurer. Folwell is running for re-election this year against Democrat 
Ronnie Chatterji. 

Monday, September 14, 2020
Category: Arts and Culture

The Sophistiratchet Scholar Kyesha Jennings Blends Hip Hop And Academia:
The linguistic rules of African American Vernacular English (AAVE) are widespread and 
catalogued — yet most classrooms still frown upon writing and speaking it. Hip-hop scholar 
Kyesha Jennings grew up in Queens, New York, and remembers teachers correcting her use of 
the possessive they and double negatives. Now, she’s on a mission to disrupt the common 
belief that all English follows one set of rules. 

Going to an HBCU was an important step in affirming and examining her own use of language. 
Jennings built a close relationship with a professor of hip-hop, and she began to consider the 
ways in which music and popular culture could combat the idea that Black people’s English is 
broken. She turned to scholarship after student-teaching in a mostly-white local school, where 
she pushed up against the institutional anti-Blackness in K-12 curricula. The experience left her 
with an itch to demonstrate the intricacies of AAVE.

As a scholar writing in academic jargon, Jennings lays out the ways Megan Thee Stallion 
validates pleasure politics and practices new forms of digital feminism through her lyrical 
acrobatics. She writes for scholarly journals and local newspapers, teaches English and gives 
radio interviews. In defending AAVE to multiple audiences in their own vernacular, she proves 
her point — no language is better or more proper than the other, and complex ideas can be 
expressed using any dialect. 

Host Anita Rao hears Kyesha Jennings’ story of flipping stigma into celebration. A regular writer 
for INDY Week, her recurring column is “Her Take: On Carolina Hip Hop.” Jennings is an 
English lecturer and faculty mentor at North Carolina State University, and she is a Ph.D. 
candidate at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania studying English literature and criticism.

Friday, September 11



Category: Race/Minorities
Summer Of Racial Reckoning NPR Special: Part One
Months into a global pandemic, a loud cry for racial justice erupted around the country and the 
world. Protesters took to the streets demanding an end to police brutality and systemic racism 
and repeatedly echoed the names of three recently-killed Black Americans: George Floyd, 
Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery. In a new three-part series, NPR hosts Ailsa Chang and 
Rachel Martin look back at the past six months and report on how we got to where we are 
today. In episode one, they paint a portrait of the lives of Floyd, Taylor and Arbery before they 
became household names. Through conversations with friends and family who knew and loved 
the deceased, they uncover new facets of the story and explore one big question: What lit the 
match for the movement surging on today?

Thursday, September 10
Category: Health

The Great Power And Great Responsibility Of Using Psychedelic Medicine
The world of psychedelics is painted with neon colors and smiling, white hippies with long hair 
who use hallucinogenic substances for wild, recreational trips. But psychedelics like LSD, 
MDMA (also known as molly or ecstasy) and psilocybin (also known as magic mushrooms) 
have a much richer history in their use as therapeutic medicines, which existed in Indigenous 
communities long before Western culture and medicine discovered them.

In recent years, clinical trials have identified multiple psychedelics as treatments for mental 
health disorders ranging from depression and anxiety to obsessive-compulsive disorder. In 
2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted “Breakthrough Therapy Designation” to 
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD. The FDA gives this status to treatments that may 
have significant benefits over existing therapy. 

But despite the growing interest in psychedelics among medical communities, limited access to 
psychedelic-assisted therapy in communities of color has continued to reinforce their stereotype 
as “white people drugs.” In a review of 18 psychedelic studies from 1993 to 2017, researchers 
found that over 80% of study participants were white. It’s an ironic turn of events, given that 
stigma against these medicines originated with the colonizers and culminated in the 1970s 
during the war on drugs. In 1970, President Richard Nixon signed the Controlled Substances 
Act and listed MDMA, LSD and other substances as the most dangerous drugs with high rates 
of addiction and low medical benefit. 

Host Anita Rao talks with Ismail Ali, policy and advocacy counsel for the Multidisciplinary 
Association for Psychedelic Studies, about how psychedelic medicine came to be stigmatized 
and criminalized and what culturally responsible regulation and policy reform may look like in 
the future. Rao also speaks with psychiatrist Dr. Hani Elwafi and marriage and family therapist 
Leticia Brown about how they incorporate psychedelics into their therapeutic practices. And 
Dana Saxon joins to talk about her personal experience microdosing psilocybin to treat her 
depression.

Wednesday, September 9
Category: Economy

North Carolina’s Unions And Organized Labor Saved Lives In 2020
Union membership in the United States is at a record low. About 10% of workers nationwide are 
currently union members, and only 2.7% of workers in North Carolina are unionized, which 



places the state second-to-last in the nation. In the past seven months, workers on the front 
lines have taken up collective action as a means of survival in the face of the coronavirus 
pandemic. Even without the protections of union representation, healthcare workers risked their 
jobs to raise the alarm about PPE shortages, and fast-food workers continue striking to improve 
safety measures. Unionized workplaces were found to be 30% more likely to be inspected for 
health and safety violations in a recent study, and those benefits extend out into the community. 
Customers can thank organized grocery workers for increased sanitation and protective shields 
at stores across the country. 

Yet with North Carolina’s minimum wage stalled at $7.25 while the cost of living continues to 
rise, many of the essential workers advocating on behalf of community health are also facing 
eviction and food insecurity. Host Frank Stasio reflects on a year of labor movements with David 
Zonderman and Maxwell Millington. Zonderman is a professor and head of the history 
department at North Carolina State University. Millington is a writer for Courier Newsroom, a 
project funded by the progressive non profit Acronym. He is also the host of “The Barbershop 
(919)” podcast.

North Carolina’s long history of anti-labor law and vigilante violence leaves many workers afraid 
of retaliation. At the age of 29, Ella May Wiggins was killed for organizing textile workers in 
western North Carolina. Part of the communist-led National Textile Workers Union, Wiggins 
united Black and white millworkers in fighting for a 40-hour week and living wages. Stasio talks 
with Wiggins’ great granddaughter, Kristina Horton, who carries on her ancestor’s legacy 
through education and an annual celebration of her life and movement.

Musicians will play Wiggins’ ballads and participants will discuss her legacy in a virtual 
celebration on the anniversary of her death, Saturday, Sept. 12 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Horton is 
the author of “Martyr of Loray Mill: Ella May and the 1929 Textile Workers' Strike in Gastonia, 
North Carolina” (McFarland/2015).The textile workers movement went dormant for many 
decades in the region after the assassination of Wiggins and other intimidation killings. In 
Morganton, globalization in the ‘90s shut down plenty of mills, but some drew on the region’s 
history of labor organizing to rebuild resilient employee-owned factories. Opportunity Threads 
practices a cooperative structuring that equitably distributes profits back to employees. The co-
op is a member of The Industrial Commons, a network of like-minded small industrial 
businesses committed to regional economics and the nonprofit affiliate of the Carolina Textile 
District. The network’s localized agility was on display at the outset of the pandemic, when they 
were able to rapidly source, test, manufacture and distribute PPE as globally-consolidated 
companies struggled to move materials and products through closed ports. Stasio talks with 
Molly Hemstreet, founder of Opportunity Threads and co-executive director of The Industrial 
Commons, and Walter Vicente, plant manager at Opportunity Threads.

Tuesday, September 8
Category: Politics

Fight For Mark Meadows’ Vacated NC-11 Seat Continues In Debates
Republican Madison Cawthorn and Democrat Moe Davis are in a close race for North Carolina’s 
11th Congressional District seat, which represents most of western North Carolina.
The two faced off in a two-day forum this weekend addressing issues ranging from police reform 
to the numerous unsolved cases of missing and murdered indigenous women. They also faced 
questions about their vastly different backgrounds: Davis is a 62-year-old career military lawyer 
and retired Air Force colonel, while Cawthorn is a 25-year-old CEO of a real estate company. 
The forum — hosted by Blue Ridge Public Radio, Smoky Mountain News and Mountain Xpress 



— was moderated by reporter Cory Vaillancourt of BPR and Smoky Mountain News. 
Vaillancourt joins host Frank Stasio to talk about the standout moments from the forum.

Category: Criminal Justice
How Are NC Jails Responding To COVID-19?
Hundreds of inmates have been released from state prisons during the COVID-19 pandemic to 
help curb the spread of the virus. But the same is not true in the state’s jails, which housed just 
under 16,000 people statewide in the first five months of 2020, according to data from the 
University of North Carolina School of Government. The North Carolina Department of Public 
Safety oversees the response to the coronavirus in the state’s prisons, but jails around the state 
do not have the same accountability or oversight. So far there has been no directive from the 
North Carolina Sheriffs’ Association on how to decarcerate those spaces. Scholar Felicia 
Arriaga has been tracking North Carolina jails’ response to the pandemic and joins host Frank 
Stasio to detail how the lack of jail decarceration has shaped the health and lives of those 
incarcerated there. Andrea “Muffin” Hudson, executive director of the North Carolina Community 
Bail Fund of Durham, also joins the conversation to share stories from those incarcerated in the 
Durham County Detention Center and to talk about what conditions are like on the ground there 
now.

Category: Arts
Keith Knight’s New Hulu Show ‘Woke’ Is Evergreen — But Very Timely:
In the pilot episode of cartoonist Keith Knight’s new Hulu show “Woke,” the main character Keef 
is putting up posters in a park when police officers show up, draw guns and slam him to the 
ground. The cops think he is a suspect in a string of muggings because he “fit the description”: a 
six-foot-tall Black male. The nerdy character, played by Lamorne Morris, is understandably 
shaken after the incident. Actually, he is more than shaken — inanimate objects start to take on 
the features of the cartoons that he draws and talk to him about the microaggressions and acts 
of racism baked into everyday experiences. He becomes, as his roommate says: “woke.” After a 
summer of civil unrest and protests over police brutality and systemic racism the show seems 
particularly prescient, but the semi-autobiographical plot is in reference to something Knight 
experienced 20 years ago. He joins host Frank Stasio to share a preview of the show and to talk 
about his own “woke” moments. Knight is the co-creator and executive producer of “Woke.”

Monday, September 7
Category: Arts & Culture

This Author Will Help You Teach Your Kids About Race: Meet Carole Boston Weatherford
Carole Boston Weatherford wrote her first poem in first grade. She dictated it to her mother on 
the way home from elementary school in Baltimore. Her father, a high school printing teacher, 
printed the poem on an index card. She continued writing poems, and her father used them for 
typewriting exercises in his classes. Weatherford was in elementary school during the height of 
the civil rights movement, but she encountered very few black characters or people of color in 
the children’s books she read growing up.

Now the author of more than 50 books for children and young adults, Weatherford writes stories 
that fill in some of the many gaps she saw in the books from her childhood. Her books often 
depict the stories of African American leaders, explorers and artists, many of whose stories are 
seldom told. They also navigate ugly pieces of American history like slavery, the 1963 
Birmingham bombing and police brutality against black communities. 

She puts an intentional spotlight on the arts, and incorporates her love of jazz and her passion 
for artists like Billie Holiday into her work. Weatherford keeps her finger on the pulse of young 



peoples’ interests as a professor of English at Fayetteville State University. Host Frank Stasio 
talks with Weatherford about her childhood in Maryland, her growth as a writer and the themes 
of history, race and music that thread their way through her literature. This segment originally 
aired June 8, 2020. 

September 4, 2020

Category: Politics
Lawmakers Returned To Raleigh To Pass Nearly $1 Billion COVID Relief Bill:
The North Carolina legislature passed the Coronavirus Relief Act 3.0 Thursday, which allocates 
the nearly $1 billion left of federal CARES Act money. One of the standout provisions would 
send $335 checks to all households in the state with someone 17 years old or younger to help 
parents who are at “their wit’s end,” according to Republican Senate leader Phil Berger. The bill 
now heads to the governor’s desk. Host Frank Stasio gets the details of the short legislative 
session with WUNC Capitol Bureau Chief Jeff Tiberii. Tiberii also shares highlights from 
President Donald Trump and Vice President Mike Pence’s visits to North Carolina this week and 
analyzes the latest absentee ballot request data. As of Wednesday, more than 600,000 North 
Carolina voters requested absentee ballots, which is more than two and a half times the total 
number requested in 2016. The State Board of Elections begins mailing ballots today to voters 
who submitted requests. 

Category: Environment
Barriers To Tribal Nations’ Involvement In Water Governance Is High
North Carolina has the largest state-recognized Native American population east of the 
Mississippi River. But until recently, state-recognized Native nations have had little input on 
issues of environmental governance. The planning of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline changed that, 
as state-recognized Tribal nations sought to have input in the planning and permitting of 
infrastructure that would have been disruptive to land and waters in Tribal territories. A new 
study, co-authored by Ryan Emanuel, associate professor in the department of forestry and 
environmental resources at North Carolina State University and enrolled member of the 
Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, outlines the barriers indigenous peoples faced in seeking 
inclusion in the pipeline planning process. Emanuel joins host Frank Stasio to talk about the 
study and its results.

Category: Arts & Culture
A Visitation Of (Kindred) Spirits: Friends And Colleagues Remember Randall Kenan
Last weekend, the literary community was rocked by news of local giant Randall Kenan’s 
passing. He died in his Hillsborough home late last week at the age of 57. Born in Brooklyn, 
N.Y., Kenan’s family relocated to Duplin County, N.C. when he was six weeks old. He was the 
author of several books, including “A Visitation of Spirits,” “Walking on Water: Black American 
Lives at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century,” “The Fire This Time” and “Let the Dead Bury 
Their Dead.” His latest short story collection, “If I Had Two Wings,” was released in August. A 
longtime professor of English and comparative literature at UNC-Chapel Hill, Kenan was 
beloved by students, colleagues, and the North Carolina community. He was world-renowned 
as a important Black, male, queer voice and as part of the Southern gothic tradition. Host Frank 
Stasio pays tribute to him with two of his friends and colleagues: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, 
associate professor of African American studies and Black critical theory at UNC-Chapel Hill 
and E. Patrick Johnson, dean of the school of communication at Northwestern University.

September 3, 2020
Category: Education



In School Districts That Opted For Plan B, Some COVID-19 Worries Persist
More than 60% of North Carolina’s student population attends school in a district that started the 
fall quarter with remote-only instruction. But some county school districts, including Buncombe, 
Onslow, Gaston, Union and Harnett decided to start the new school year under Plan B, which 
provides partial in-person instruction. Though in-person school varies according to district, each 
includes some remote education, as well as the Plan C option for families that would prefer to 
remain entirely online. Carolina Public Press lead investigative reporter Kate Martin spoke to 
teachers and administrators at a few of the Plan B district schools. She joins host Anita Rao to 
discuss safety plans, reports of positive COVID-19 cases and contingencies. 

Category: Gender
Gender Inequities Are Deepening During COVID-19
For months, families have been quarantining together during the coronavirus crisis. The 
pandemic has forced parents and partners to rethink everything, from division of household 
chores and childcare duties to work-from-home needs and whether or not a job that cannot be 
performed remotely is even worth keeping, if childcare is unavailable or unaffordable. Women 
already assumed disproportionate responsibility for domestic labor before the pandemic. 
COVID-19 has only exacerbated that divide. Host Anita Rao talks to Lisa Levenstein, director of 
the UNC Greensboro’s Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies Program. 
Please note: This conversation originally aired July 1, 2020.

Category: Health
Can Pharmaceutical Testing Ever Be Ethical Under Capitalism?
Before a pharmaceutical treatment can hit the pharmacy shelves, manufacturers must prove the 
product’s safety through a series of trials. Phase I trials are on healthy participants to find the 
best dosage with the fewest side effects and to prove the treatment is not unsafe. Phase II and 
III trials involve more widespread testing on ill participants to demonstrate the treatment’s 
effectiveness and any side effects. In Phase I, the participants receive financial compensation 
for undergoing the experimental treatment and are typically recruited from African American and 
Latino communities. Yet, in the latter two trial phases, the demographics shift. Minorities are 
generally underrepresented and no financial compensation is offered. The benefit is instead a 
potentially effective treatment. Host Anita Rao talks with Jill A. Fisher about her decade of 
research into clinical trials and her new book “Adverse Events: Race, Inequality and the Testing 
of New Pharmaceuticals” (NYU/2020), in which she delves into the underbelly of Phase I trials 
through statistics and interviews with trial participants, clinic staff and leaders in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Fisher is a professor of social medicine at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Please note: this conversation originally aired July 29, 2020.

September 2, 2020
Category: Economy

Is The American Dream Out Of Reach For Millennials?
Owning your first home is a rite of passage — a marker of true adulthood. For those privileged 
enough to buy a house, it is often the first step in building wealth. But millennials are not 
achieving that milestone at the same rate that Baby Boomers and Gen Xers did at their age. 
Host Frank Stasio examines the reasons why with Jung Choi, a research assistant at the Urban 
Institute who studies the barriers to millennial home ownership. Sasha Kanarski also joins the 
conversation to share her personal experience buying a home in the Triangle and her expertise 
as a real estate agent with The Spot Studio. Stasio, Choi and Kanarski reflect on recorded voice 
memos from real estate agents in other parts of the state, including Faith Triggs, a Charlotte-
based real estate agent with Keller Williams Realty who details the reasons behind lower rates 



of Black home ownership in Charlotte. Real estate agent Tony Harrington, president of Cape 
Fear Realtors, reflects on the market in eastern North Carolina. Stasio, Choi and Kanarski also 
hear from millennials about their experiences in the market, including Nick Knittel, Sarah Odum, 
Anna Shelton-Ormond, Kirsten Engelbert and Mattthew Hoagland, author of “Think Small:  A 
Millennial’s Guide to Building a Meaningful Life in Rural America” (Matthew Hoagland/2020). 

Then Stasio further examines the racial gap in home ownership and the current relationship 
between homeownership and wealth building in the American economy with Roberto Quercia. 
Quercia is the Harris distinguished professor in the department of city and regional planning at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and co-author of “A Place Called Home: The 
Social Dimensions of Homeownership” (Oxford University Press/2017).

September 1, 2020
Category: Education

Blaming Frats For Covid-19 On Campus. Unfair?
“Colleges may want to blame student partying for not allowing them to reopen successfully, but 
they have forfeited the moral authority to do so,” writes former Tar Heel Chancellor Holden 
Thorp in “The Chronicle of Higher Education.” Alternately decrying and advertising the party 
scene during his time in university leadership, Thorp confesses that fraternities and sororities 
play a key role in school finances. For many prospective students and nostalgic donors, 
academics fall second to the undergraduate social scene. Those dollars from student tuition and 
alumni donations are increasingly important with public funding for higher education increasingly 
limited by the North Carolina legislature. Host Frank Stasio talks with Thorp about the partying 
paradox and asks Praveena Somasundaram, assistant online editor of The Daily Tar Heel, how 
different North Carolina universities have exercised authority over unruly Greek chapters during 
the pandemic. Yet fraternities often resist punitive measures by wielding their economic and 
political influence. Journalist John Hechinger shows how the University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington bowed to Sigma Alpha Epsilon, paving the way for laws favoring fraternity 
defendants. Hechinger wrote “True Gentlemen: The Broken Pledge Of America’s Fraternities” 
(PublicAffairs/ 2017) and is a senior editor at Bloomberg News. Thorp served as chancellor of 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill from 2008 to 2013. He is currently the editor in 
chief of Science Magazine and a professor of medicine and chemistry at Washington University 
in Saint Louis. 

Category: Arts and Culture
Beat Boss, Win Song. Body Games’ New Album Also A Carrboro-Based Retro Game
Eiffel 65 is at the Cat’s Cradle playing their 1998 hit single “Blue” on repeat. Weeks pass. Only 
you can bring light to the dark musical landscape. Even for those who are not gamers or daily 
lurkers in downtown Carrboro, Super Body Games RPG is a dangerously fun way to remember 
the satisfaction of earning music. Spotify has transformed listening into a passive experience 
that consistently underfunds artists. While the video game is free, it takes time and energy to 
beat bosses, earn in-game money and buy download codes at the local record shop. That 
emotional investment truly heightens the enjoyment of listening to Body Games’ sweet and sour 
synthpop. The band is made up of Dax Beaton, Kate Thompson and Adam Graetz. Beaton 
kindly requests that host Frank Stasio assume the identity of the RPG’s protagonist, a 
genderless alien, and join Body Games on their quest to save the humble town of Carrboro from 
Eiffel 65’s sinister plot.

August 31, 2020
Category: Arts & Culture

Meet The Man In The Orange Jumpsuit: Sherrill Roland



Visual artist Sherrill Roland spent 10 months in prison for a crime he did not commit. What kept 
him going was a quest to fulfill his dream of going to art school. Roland grew up in Asheville 
before it branded itself as an arts and crafts mecca, but those activities fueled his childhood. He 
drew figures of Spiderman copied from comic books and portraits of rappers from hand-me-
down issues of The Source magazine. Roland was raised by a family of matriarchs who 
encouraged him to pursue his passions. After graduating from high school, he left Asheville to 
pursue art as an undergraduate at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. He had a 
bumpy road to graduation — after being suspended from UNC-G during his first year, he took 
classes at Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College and worked retail and factory 
positions to pay his bills. He eventually returned to UNC-G to finish his BA, and several years 
later, he returned again to get his MFA. It was only days before the semester started that he got 
a call from a detective in Washington, D.C. who told him there was a warrant out for his arrest. 
Roland was launched into the criminal justice system and spent years fighting to prove what he 
knew to be true — that he was innocent. Roland was exonerated in 2015, and the next year he 
began The Jumpsuit Project. Every day, he donned an orange prison jumpsuit to process what 
had happened to him and to raise awareness about the criminal justice system. Host Frank 
Stasio talks with Roland about his roots in Asheville, the Jumpsuit Project and his recent award: 
the 2020 Southern Prize from South Arts. 

August 28, 2020
Category: Politics

Protests And Presidential Nominations: What Went Down At The National Conventions
Last night marked the close of the most unusual political conventions in American history. Both 
the Republican and Democratic national conventions looked radically different this year due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. For the Democrats, roll call was a virtual parade of state and territory 
landmarks, including Rhode Island’s trademark calamari. For Republicans, it was an in-person 
roll call of people gathered at the convention in Charlotte. Standout speakers for the Democrats 
included former President Barack Obama and former First Lady Michelle Obama, while 
Republicans gave the mic to multiple members of Trump’s extended family. The conventions 
solidified Joe Biden and Kamala Harris for the Democratic ticket, while Republicans are sticking 
with Donald Trump and Mike Pence. The days of speeches reflected drastically different 
positions on the pandemic, racial justice and what factors pose the biggest threat to the future of 
the American people and economy. Host Frank Stasio talks with political analyst Ken Rudin 
about key takeaways from the DNC and RNC.

Category: Education
How Is COVID-19 Hitting First Generation College Students?
Nearly one of five students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are the first in their 
families to attend college. Many first-generation students come from socioeconomically-
disadvantaged families and have access to fewer resources and support than their peers. 
These students are also less likely to graduate — they drop out of college after three years at 
more than twice the rate of their peers whose parents got a degree. So what happens when you 
throw a global pandemic into the mix? Scholar Cassandra R. Davis is conducting research to 
track the impact of COVID-19 on these students. Davis is a research assistant professor in the 
department of public policy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who has studied 
the impact of hurricanes and other natural disasters on K-12 students. She joins host Frank 
Stasio to share highlights from her research so far and how the coronavirus pandemic 
compares to other natural disasters.

Category: Arts



Howard Burchette Serves Up Groovy Beats And History Every Week On ‘The Funk 
Show’:
Every Saturday evening for more than 15 years, Howard Burchette has hit the airwaves in 
Durham with a playlist of iconic tunes and interviews with masters of funk. On “The Funk Show” 
on WNCU, Burchette interweaves dance-worthy songs with stories from greats like Bobby Byrd, 
Chuck Brown and Bettye Lavette. The part-DJ, part-historian joins host Frank Stasio to share 
some of his favorite funk memories and the music that accompanies them. You can hear 
Burchette on 90.7 WNCU in Durham every Saturday from 4 to 7 p.m., or you can stream the 
show live on their website.

August 27, 2020
Category: Economy

Landlord Evicting You? ‘You’ve Got Six Minutes To Make Your Case.’ 
As of this Monday, Aug. 24, tenants in federally-subsidized housing are facing eviction, 
homelessness and increased vulnerability to COVID-19. More than just Section 8 public 
housing, the CARES Act moratorium on evictions that expired July 24 applied to many private 
rental companies and private landlords with federally-backed mortgage loans. Landlords began 
serving tenants 30-day notices to vacate in late July. That 30-day period is now up, and the 
court system is preparing for a surge of appeals. This after an earlier flood of evictions filings 
and appeals when the statewide moratorium on evictions expired on June 20. In New Hanover 
County, a backup magistrate arrived to help out the lone housing administrator. Even with the 
help, lawyers reported that tenants received just six minutes to defend their overdue rent and 
avoid eviction. Federal relief money is currently heading to community agencies to support 
households facing eviction and homelessness. For how long will the relief package band-aids 
hold together a stressed chain of debt? Johanna Still explains to host Anita Rao what aid is 
available to tenants and how the housing crisis is expected to disrupt already-struggling local 
economies in North Carolina. Still is the interim assistant editor at the Port City Daily online 
news source in Wilmington.

Category: Health
‘Make Eating Social Again’: How COVID-19 Challenges Those With Eating Disorders
For many who suffer from eating disorders, COVID-19 has thrown a curveball into their usual 
management and coping methods. Social isolation has meant less accountability and a 
heightened ability to hide disordered eating. While virtual therapy has been a saving grace for 
some during the pandemic, others have struggled with finding the right treatment for their 
harmful relationships to food. Host Anita Rao talks to Lindsey Haynes-Maslow, associate 
professor of agriculture and human sciences at North Carolina State University, and UNC 
Chapel Hill student Anna DePollo about their personal struggles with disordered eating during 
the pandemic, as well as Mazella Fuller, Counseling and Psychological Services staff social 
worker and Clinical Associate in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Duke 
University.

August 26, 2020
Category: Arts & Culture

Civil War And Southern Charm: How Hollywood Takes On The South
Some of the most popular films in our nation’s cinematic history are about the life, culture and 
customs of the American South. “Gone With the Wind” — the story of Southern belle Scarlett 
O’Hara and her love life set against the backdrop of the Civil War and Reconstruction — 
remains one of the highest-grossing films to date. And the first film to ever be screened in the 
White House was the 1915 silent film “Birth of a Nation,” a film set in Civil War and 
Reconstruction-era South Carolina that glorifies the Ku Klux Klan.

http://www.wncu.org/listen-live/
http://www.wncu.org/listen-live/


But despite their box office successes and large cultural footprint, these films omit crucial pieces 
of history, truth and nuance about the South. In this month’s Movies on the Radio, host Frank 
Stasio and film experts Marsha Gordon and Laura Boyes discuss how Hollywood films have 
shaped cultural knowledge and narratives about the region. They talk about watching films that 
gloss over the darker parts of Southern history, but they also explore how more contemporary 
films, like “Junebug” and “ATL,” resonate with viewers as true to their own experiences.
Gordon is a film professor at North Carolina State University and a public scholar at the National 
Endowment for the Humanities. Boyes is the film curator for the North Carolina Museum of Art 
and the curator of the Moviediva series at the Carolina Theater in Durham.

August 25, 2020
Category: Education

Covid-19 Hit Some UNC System Schools Harder And Sooner Than Expected
Within one month of reopening campuses, positive COVID-19 cases are cropping up throughout 
the UNC System. Three of the system’s 17 schools have already pivoted to remote instruction: 
UNC Chapel Hill, East Carolina University and North Carolina State University have all ended 
in-person instruction, encouraging students to move off campus as soon as possible. How this 
change will impact enrollment remains to be seen, but dips in enrollment would have a 
significant impact on annual budgets and revenue. For students, the sudden shift means 
potential reductions to financial aid packages and the unanticipated challenge of looking for 
housing while still keeping up with their fall course load. Host Frank Stasio talks to WUNC 
education reporter Liz Schlemmer about the ongoing implications of COVID-19 outbreaks on 
campus. 

Category: Arts
Tender, Unforgiving Appalachia In ‘F*ckface: And Other Stories’:
Forest fires, a rotting bear carcass, polluted water and industrial farming are both the settings 
and the main characters in “F*ckface: And Other Stories” (Henry Holt & Co/2020). Leah 
Hampton’s new collection is a kaleidoscope picture of the many ways land is expressed through 
human stories. In the short stories, tenuous social bonds and human life cycles are set in 
contrast to the stubborn changes in the land. In “Boomer,” a park ranger fights a wildfire as his 
wife pilfers the home. “Meat” casts the memory of a slaughterhouse burning down within a 
sickening frame narrative of a family funeral prior to cremation. While the people’s livelihoods 
industrially-scar the Appalachian Mountains, Hampton wants readers to know that the people 
are equally scarred by the land. The blood bond between people and place is a familiar theme 
in regional literature, however in “F*ckface,” the Appalachian author insists that even transient 
residents are subject. Hampton sets aside the romance of multi-generational farming families to 
focus on millennial gig workers, students and the like. They too are pulled by the seasonal 
rhythms and geologic truths of the region. The mountainous landscape expresses itself in 
culturally distinct notions of gender, sexuality and race that hold no regard for coastal 
stereotypes. Host Frank Stasio asks Hampton how to collaborate with the land and what it 
would take to heal the trauma of Appalachia.

Category: Arts
Nikki Morgan’s ‘30 Something’ Is A Quilt Of Memory, Faith And Hope
Like SZA’s groundbreaking R&B album “Ctrl” (2017), Nikki Morgan’s “30 Something” puts to bed 
the gendered expectations of adulthood. On her first full-length album, the Wilkes County artist 
weaves her lilting music together with intimate vignettes of women reflecting on their age. She 
first collected the interviews for a now-abandoned film project. The reshaped interstitial 



illustrations now mirror a format used in recent albums by SZA and Solange. The interludes 
could also be framed within Morgan’s religious context. With two Pentecostal preachers as 
grandparents, she witnessed the formats of testimonial and homily, in which members of the 
congregation share the pulpit with the preacher to tell personal stories. Nikki Morgan guides 
host Frank Stasio through “30 Something.”

August 24, 2020
Category: Arts

Triumphing Over Rejection To Break Through As A Native Writer: Meet Annette 
Saunooke Clapsaddle
Annette Saunooke Clapsaddle spent years writing her first novel, and it garnered critical 
acclaim: she won an award and became a finalist for another. Yet she could not find an agent to 
publish it. So, she started again, this time with the support of the Great Smokies Writing 
Program. Her second novel, “Even As We Breathe” (The University Press of Kentucky/2020), 
comes out next month and makes Clapsaddle the first published author of a novel who is an 
enrolled member in the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. In her work, Clapsaddle examines 
Native American stereotypes and a fluid relationship with identity, both issues she has 
confronted in her own life as she moved through predominantly white spaces like Yale 
University and the College of William & Mary. Host Frank Stasio talks to Clapsaddle about her 
upbringing in the Cherokee community, her new novel and her experiences in the classroom as 
a high school teacher in Swain County. Clapsaddle will host three upcoming book talk events: a 
virtual launch at Malaprop’s Bookstore in Asheville on Sept. 8; a socially-distanced in-person 
reading at City Lights Bookstore in Sylva on Sept. 10; and a virtual event at Quail Ridge Books 
in Raleigh on Sept. 16.

August 21, 2020
Category: Politics

Despite USPS Challenges, State Officials Remain Confident In NC Mail-In Ballots 
State officials have been preparing for a major spike in mail-in ballots since the initial COVID-19 
lockdown in March. North Carolina will be the first state in the country to start sending out mail-
in ballots this year on Sept. 4, and election officials are prepared to pre-process votes received 
by mail. However, voters are still concerned about the security and reliability of the process in 
light of recent reports of postal issues, including the dismantling of mail sorting machines and 
the removal of mailboxes from their locations. Host Frank Stasio talks to WUNC political 
reporter Rusty Jacobs about his coverage of the state’s mail-in ballot prep. U.S. Rep. Alma 
Adams, D-Charlotte joins the conversation to share her concerns about Postmaster General 
Louis DeJoy’s changes to the USPS and why she and some of her constituents are protesting in 
Charlotte. 

Category: Arts
Che Apalache Founder Joe Troop Was Talking About USPS Funding Before It Was Cool:
Singer-songwriter Joe Troop has been putting out a lot of music during the coronavirus 
pandemic — including a song he released on YouTube in late April called “A Plea to the US 
Government to Fully Fund the Postal Service." The song went viral and garnered more than 
400,000 signatures to take action to save the post office. It was part of a successful campaign 
by RuralOrganizing.org to raise awareness of postal service funding, and it spawned a new 
project that Troop is spearheading, called “Pickin’ for Progress.” The video series features 
interviews with artists, politicians, activists, community leaders and stakeholders from across the 



state talking about the biggest issues in the upcoming election. Troop has interviewed people 
including Juana Luz Tabor Ortega, an immigrant living in sanctuary in Greensboro, Indigenous 
Lumbee activist Alexis Raeana Jones and bail reform advocate Dreama Caldwel. Troop talks 
about “Pickin’ for Progress” with host Frank Stasio and shares some new music.

August 20, 2020

Category: Law
Why Black Defendants Don’t Get Judged By A Jury Of Their Peers
The North Carolina Supreme Court banned the state from reinstating the death sentence on a 
Black man named Marcus Robinson last Friday. Robinson was removed from death row in 
2012  and sentenced to life without parole after a North Carolina judge found that his trial was 
influenced by racial discrimination in the jury. At Robinson’s original trial, the prosecution 
removed half of qualified Black jurors from serving — but only 15% of white jurors. Non-white 
jury pool members get excluded from juries twice as often as their white counterparts in North 
Carolina, according to research by Wake Forest University law professors. This discrimination 
persists despite a 1986 U.S. Supreme Court ruling stating that striking jurors on the basis of 
race is unconstitutional. The racial inequity of jury selection was the recent topic for a meeting of 
Gov. Roy Cooper’s Task Force for Racial Equity in Criminal Justice. Host Anita Rao talks with 
Emily Coward, a project attorney for the North Carolina Racial Equity Network Project at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Government. Coward presented her work 
and statistics to Cooper’s task force Tuesday and shares that information as well as possible 
solutions.

 Category: Health
Embodied: Sex And Dating With Physical Disabilities
How to disclose on Tinder … maybe a full-body profile picture? Is the wheelchair emoji in the 
bio too cliche? Maybe just mention it after matching? For people with physical disabilities, dating 
can be a barrage of stigma and questions about what their bodies can and cannot do. And no, 
an arranged date with another physically disabled person — usually with no regard for 
compatibility —  is not ideal either. On this edition of the Embodied series, host Anita Rao looks 
at ways to de-stigmatize dating as well as what able-bodied people can learn about consent and 
communication from the disabilities community. Ariella Barker, D’Arcee Charington and Julie-
Ann Scott-Pollock join Rao and share their experiences with romance. Barker is an attorney for 
the City of New York and was crowned Ms. Wheelchair NC in 2014. Neal is an advocate 
originally from Cary and a doctoral candidate in English at the Ohio State University. Julie-Ann 
Scott-Pollock is a professor in communication studies at UNC-Wilmington as well as the director 
of UNCW Performance Studies.

August 19, 2020
Category: Arts and Culture

#BackChannel: A Historic VP Candidate, Linking Yusuf Hawkins’ 1989 Murder To BLM & 
Beyonce’s ‘Black Is King’:

Sen. Kamala Harris is breaking barriers as the first Black woman and Asian American person to 
appear on a major party’s presidential ticket. The former California attorney general is already 
facing right-wing attacks on her “eligibility” to run and left-wing criticism of her reputation as a 
prosecutor. On this installment of BackChannel, our series connecting culture and context, host 
Frank Stasio is joined by popular culture experts Mark Anthony Neal and Natalie Bullock Brown 
to assess Harris’ impact on the November election and examine those who came before her. 



They will also look at the victory of activist Cori Bush in Missouri’s 1st Congressional District. 
Bush beat out a candidate whose family held the seat for over half a century. Plus, a new 
documentary from HBO examines the murder of Yusuf Hawkins, a 16-year-old Black boy who 
was killed in Brooklyn over three decades ago. “Yusuf Hawkins: Storm Over Brooklyn” reveals 
the legacy of pain felt by his family, friends and community and shares how their demands for 
justice are echoed in the Black Lives Matter movement today. Brown and Neal also review 
Beyonce’s latest masterpiece “Black Is King” on Disney+. The visual album is a companion to 
her 2019 album “The Lion King: The Gift.” Natalie Bullock Brown is a filmmaker and teaching 
assistant professor at North Carolina State University. Mark Anthony Neal is the James B. Duke 
Professor and chair of the department of African and African American studies at Duke 
University. He is also an author and the host of the webcast “Left of Black.”

August 18, 2020
Category: Education

Will Other UNC System Schools Follow UNC-Chapel Hill’s Sudden Move Online?
A week after students returned for a combination of in-person and online classes, leadership at 
UNC-Chapel Hill moved to fully online learning in response to a surge of COVID-19 on campus. 
The positive testing rate among students rose from 2.8% in the week of Aug. 3 to Aug. 9 to 
13.6% in the week of Aug. 10 to Aug. 16. 130 positive cases were reported during that period. 
Host Frank Stasio talks about how the sudden decision is affecting students at UNC system’s 
flagship campus with Praveena Somasundaram, a senior writer for The Daily Tar Heel. Blue 
Ridge Public Radio reporter Lilly Knoepp also joins the program to discuss differences in testing 
rates and resources between the flagship campus and UNC system schools in the Western part 
of the state. As of Tuesday morning, most campuses are reporting fewer than 10 active or 
recent cases of COVID-19. The exceptions are UNC Pembroke, with 25 active student 
cases; East Carolina University with 29 positive student health cases last week; and 
Appalachian State University with 47 active student cases. However, not all UNC System 
schools report the same way, and several schools say they are only counting cases caught 
at Student Health Services.

Category: Education
Tips And Tactics For Raising Anti-Racist Kids
When Ingrid Chen McCarthy tried to talk with her 5-year-old daughter about what happened to 
George Floyd, she quickly found herself in an awkward and difficult conversation. She inundates 
her children with messages about treating others with kindness. Simply saying that a Black man 
was killed by a police officer because of his skin color did not cut it for her daughter. So, how do 
you explain something like the systematic dehumanization of Black people to kids? McCarthy 
joins host Frank Stasio to reflect on how parents with children of all ages are grappling with how 
to best start conversations about race and racism. She also shares her perspective on how 
growing up as an Asian American in the South influenced how she parents. Educators also play 
a role in shaping anti-racist behavior. Seventh-grade teacher Seun Omitoogun knows her 
students have an understanding of racism. What they lack is the language to talk about what 
they have observed, whether that is the cycle of poverty or the prison-industrial complex. 
Omitoogun, who teaches English and langauge arts at the Central Park School for Children in 
Durham, joins the conversation to explore the anti-racist curriculum she designed for the entire 
school. Also joining the conversation is actor and artist Khalia Davis, who directed “A Kids Play 
About Racism,” to talk about how theater can help parents start important conversations.

August 17, 2020
Category: Education



Meet Tabari Wallace, The Principal Whose Guided Students Through Hurricanes, Floods 
& A Pandemic
In the 1990s, Tabari Wallace aspired to a career in the NFL. But during high school, he became 
a teen father and also found himself overlooked for college recruitment.  With his long-held 
dream and the future of his young family at stake, Wallace paid a visit to East Carolina 
University, where he introduced himself to the head football coach and gave him his athletic 
reel. He was offered a walk-on spot on the team at ECU, where he eventually earned a full 
scholarship and a bachelor’s and master’s in rehabilitation. Wallace’s football career continued 
after college, but it competed with a new passion: teaching. Wallace rose quickly through the 
ranks of public school to be promoted to his first assistant principalship in 2003. By 2018, he 
was named North Carolina’s Principal of the Year. Host Frank Stasio talks to Tabari Wallace 
about growing up in Craven County, sports and education, and what it was like to go viral earlier 
this year for visiting each of the 220 seniors at West Craven High School to deliver yard signs 
and personal accolades during the pandemic. 

August 14, 2020

Category: Health
NC’s Anti-Retaliation Law For Workers Is Not Working.
North Carolina’s 1992 Retaliatory Employment Discrimination Act (REDA) is intended to protect 
workers from retaliation when they file complaints related to on-the-job injury and other health 
and safety concerns. It should keep employers from firing workers who complain. But in a new 
investigative piece in The News and Observer, reporter Greg Gordon tells the story of one 
worker who claims that REDA’s provisions have failed him. Robert Maughmer was fired from 
AT&T just three weeks after returning to the job, following a hand injury sustained on the job. He 
recorded his termination phone call and filed a claim stating his belief that he was fired to 
prevent a workers’ compensation filing. Host Frank Stasio talks to Greg Gordon about 
Maughmer’s case and the history of REDA. 

Category: Military
A Major Nuclear Arms Treaty Expires Next Year. What Happens Next?
In 2011, U.S. and Russian leaders signed an updated strategic arms reduction treaty. Unless 
that agreement, New START, is renewed before February, the two largest nuclear arsenals will 
be unconstrained for the first time since the height of the Cold War. The impending deadline is a 
reminder that the possibility of nuclear warfare did not end with the Cold War, nor is North Korea 
the sole threat. In fact, expert Alexandra Bell suggests that domestic nuclear accidents, like the 
one in Goldsboro, North Carolina in 1961, are also a major threat. The infrastructure is aging, 
agrees Michaela Dodge, who argues that modernization is essential to the safety and 
effectiveness of strategic weapons in deterrence policy. So what is the price tag of those 
upgrades? Host Frank Stasio talks with Bell and Dodge about the risks, benefits and costs of 
maintaining strategic nuclear weaponry as the U.S. approaches the expiration of New START. 
Bell is the senior policy director for the Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation. Dodge is 
a research scholar at the National Institute for Public Policy.

Category: Arts and Culture
Javier Montano’s Vision For North Carolina Norteño Music:
Hurricane Florence swept away Javier Montano’s dream of winning the nationally televised 
talent competition “Tengo Talento, Mucho Talento.” After the storm cancelled his flight to 
California, Montano had to recalibrate his expectations. The singer-songwriter was 19 years old 
at the time, and had hoped the show would be his big break. But he refuses to let the missed 



opportunity hold him back. Unlike many musicians seeking fame, Montano is pursuing a career 
from his small hometown of Walstonburg in Greene County, NC. Raised in a middle class, 
immigrant family, with parents from different states in Mexico, Montano asserts that his greatest 
asset is flexibility. In his music he moves easily between the popular regional styles of Norteño 
and Banda. Host Frank Stasio talks with Montano about his songwriting process and the 
growing popularity of Mexican music in North Carolina.

August 13, 2020
Category: Health

Embodied: Making Sense Of Grief And Loss After Stillbirth
How do you heal from losing a child before getting the chance to meet them? The answer to this 
question is told in the painful experiences of 1 in 100 pregnancies affected by stillbirth each year 
in the United States. The loss can feel isolating. The grief can lie underneath the surface even 
on good days. For some people, the best medicine is in sharing their story. On this episode of 
Embodied, host Anita Rao talks with Andrea Lingle, an editor staff writer and lay theologian at 
the Missional Wisdom Foundation and the author of “Into a Reluctant Sunrise: A Memoir” 
(Cascade/2020), about the death of her daughter Gwyneth and the changes she went through 
as a person because of it. She is also joined by Erica McAfee, the founder of Sisters in Loss 
and the host of the Sisters in Loss podcast. McAfee also works as a doula and grief counselor. 
She talks with Rao about how she created online and physical spaces for Black women going 
through pregnancy loss after her own stillbirth and miscarriage.

Category: Arts & Culture
Geneva Bowers Says ‘Everything Is Going To Be OK’ With Her Art
Geneva Bowers grew up watching animé television shows like “Sailor Moon” into the wee hours 
of the morning. The interest bled into another of her hobbies, drawing, and she began creating 
her own cartoon characters. As she honed her drawing skills, she noticed several patterns: Her 
characters were always thin, and they were always white. She now uses her art as a platform to 
increase the representation of body types and people of color, particularly in science fiction and 
fantasy spheres. Host Anita Rao talks with Bowers about her web comic, “HoverGirls,” and how 
she uses art to overcome her own anxiety during stressful times.

August 12, 2020
Category: Health

Meat Processing Plant Outbreaks Reveal Failures In NC’s Regulatory Oversight:
Nursing homes, schools, correctional facilities and childcare centers are required to report 
information about coronavirus outbreaks to the North Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services. The state agency then shares that information publicly in its regularly-updated 
COVID-19 dashboard, which includes details about the specific facilities in which the outbreaks 
are happening and how many people have tested positive for the virus. But the agency does not 
publish similar data about meat processing facilities, even though they have been a hot spot for 
the virus. DHHS does not have regulatory authority over the meat processing industry, and 
facilities are not required to report information. Newly revealed emails uncovered by the NC 
Watchdog Reporting Network reveal that under pressure from local health departments, DHHS 
declined to publish the information they had about which meat processing facilities had 
outbreaks. They did so, in part, to maintain a cooperative relationship with the companies. Host 
Frank Stasio talks to WUNC data reporter Jason deBruyn about the latest reporting, why there 
is so little cooperation among state leaders to make this information public and the 
consequences of the lack of transparency for workers at the plants.

Category: Politics
More Than Four Million NC Residents Have Yet To Fill Out Their 2020 Census Forms 



The 2020 Census is beset with challenges. COVID-19 led to cuts in outreach and information 
campaigns, as well as pushed back the process of door-to-door census-taker visits. As a result, 
North Carolina and several other states across the country are set for historic lows in population 
reporting. North Carolina stands to lose billions in census-derived federal funding. Host Frank 
Stasio talks to Rebecca Tippett, founding director of Carolina Demography at the Carolina 
Population Center at UNC-Chapel Hill, and Alex Tausanovitch, director of campaign finance and 
electoral reform at The Center for American Progress, a liberal think tank.

Category: Education
As Campuses Reopen, Workers Sue The UNC System Over Safety Concerns
Students are beginning to arrive back on campuses across the UNC System, and workers are 
concerned for their own safety amid early accounts of inconsistent mask-wearing and large 
social gatherings on campuses. Members of the North Carolina Public Service Workers Union, 
UE Local 150 and members of the North Carolina American Association of University 
Professors are bringing a lawsuit against the UNC system over unsafe working conditions. Host 
Frank Stasio talks to WUNC education reporter Liz Schlemmer and Penny Elliott, a 
housekeeping crew leader at UNC-Chapel Hill, about workers’ concerns and the lawsuit. 

August 11, 2020
Category: Education

North Carolina’s HBCU Students Don’t Have Enough Access To Healthy Foods
A new study shows that healthy food options are limited in the communities around each of the 
state’s 10 historically Black colleges and universities. Convenience stores, liquor stories, 
bakeries and candy shops are more plentiful within the 15-mile walking radius of each campus 
than grocery stores and markets with fresh produce. According to the research, 76% of the 
1,414 stores offered unfavorable options, compared to just 24% that were favorable. Host Frank 
Stasio talks to Derrick Sauls, department chair of public health and exercise science at St. 
Augustine’s University about the limited healthy food access around his own university, as well 
as his contributions to the larger study. 

Category: Crime/Law Enforcement
A New 287-G Program Spreads In North Carolina
Sheriffs in North Carolina are signing new agreements with U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement. Under the new Warrant Service Officer program, local law enforcement officials 
can serve federal administrative warrants and transfer detainees into ICE custody. The program 
is part of 287(g), the controversial section of the 1996 Immigration and Nationality Act that 
allows local law enforcement to collaborate with ICE. Ten North Carolina counties have joined 
the Warrant Service Officer program since the beginning of 2020. Host Frank Stasio talks to 
Rockingham County Sheriff Samuel Page, the first sheriff in the state to join the program, about 
why he decided to sign on and what the collaboration between local law enforcement and ICE 
looks like in his jurisdiction. Then, Stefania Arteaga, Felicia Arriaga and Bryan Cox further 
explore how the Warrant Service Officer program continues to shape the relationship between 
local residents and law enforcement around the state. Arteaga is the acting regional immigrants' 
rights strategist for the ACLU of North Carolina, as well as the co-founder of Comunidad 
Colectiva and of the Carolina Migrant Network. Arriaga is an assistant professor in the 
department of sociology at Appalachian State University who studies immigration. And Cox is 
the public affairs director of the Southeastern Region of ICE.

August 10, 2020
Category: Education

Janet Perez Wants You To Unsee The Illusion Of School Integration:



How do visually impaired students learn best in a virtual classroom? That is Janet Perez’s job to 
figure out this year. She is the instructional and assistive technology facilitator at the Governor 
Morehead School for the Blind in Raleigh. Though she is sighted, Perez has plenty of feedback 
for web designers to make online learning more accessible (including some flaws on WUNC’s 
website). As an educator for students entering a visually-dominant world, she is fixated on 
getting out of the way so that students can innovate their way to autonomy. In particular, Perez 
remains conscious of the gap between her own perspective and that of her students. She knows 
that cultural differences, in particular, can be roadblocks in the classroom. It is a lesson she 
learned as a Black student in classrooms led by white teachers in some of New York’s early-
integrated classrooms. Bussed out of her working class Black neighborhood, she remembers 
the clash between school’s individualism and her cooperative upbringing. She initially did well in 
school— though always preferred double-dutch to testing — yet the cultural dissonance only 
amplified with time. By high school, Perez was cutting class consistently and choosing to 
immerse herself in the school of the streets, especially in the Black Power rhetoric surging 
through 1970s New York.

It was then a surprise to her family and friends when she enlisted in the military. Positioned in 
Germany, she encountered a new frame of reference for race and nationalism. Upon her return 
stateside, Perez found her way into education, eventually learning a whole new set of lessons 
on race while teaching in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg school district. Though Charlotte was seen 
as the model for peaceful and effective school integration, Perez saw exactly how the district 
had achieved racial diversity. Walking in the door of a first-grade classroom, she looked out on a 
sea of Black faces, but when she took her students to the cafeteria, other classes were mostly 
white. On paper, the school was integrated. In reality, classrooms remained separated. Despite 
the statistical deception (called tracking, which persists in many schools today), Perez found 
that a class of solely Black students offered her a chance to explore the diversity and depth of 
Black history, literature and community possibilities without defending her choices to white 
parents. Those lessons carry forward into her philosophy crafting curricula for differently-abled 
students. In conversation with host Frank Stasio, Perez shares her reflections on staff diversity 
initiatives and assimilation in the classroom.

August 7, 2020
Category: Politics

Political Junkie: North Carolina Polls Explained
What insight do the polls hold less than 90 days away from the November elections? North 
Carolina has remained a bright purple target in the Electoral College and has received 
increased attention from presidential candidates in the 21st century. Former Vice President Joe 
Biden currently holds the lead in the Old North State, with four percentage points over President 
Donald Trump in a CBS Battleground Tracker Poll published on Aug. 2. Will candidates’ takes 
on policing and racial justice remain in the media spotlight in the coming months? Over a million 
Americans are filing for unemployment weekly, forcing up- and down-ballot candidates to 
balance their broader platforms with the immediate needs of voters facing the possibility of a 
long-term recession. The Political Junkie Ken Rudin joins host Frank Stasio to explain how to 
read the polls — and when to look away from the crystal ball. 

Category: Art & Culture
Surviving Hiroshima: A Hibakusha’s Story Is Told By Her Daughter
Seventy-five years ago this week, the United States bombed two Japanese cities with nuclear 
weapons. The United States detonated the first atomic bomb over Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945, 
and the second over Nagasaki three days later, killing tens of thousands of Japanese civilians. 
This event is more than just a page in a history textbook for Japanese American author 



Kathleen Burkinshaw. When she was 11, she learned that her mother did not grow up in Tokyo 
like she had always said. Her mother was a hibakusha, someone who had lived in Hiroshima 
and survived the bombing. Years later, Burkinshaw learned the entirety of her mother’s story 
when her daughter came home from school asking about the mushroom cloud she saw in 
history class. She shares her mother’s experiences in a young adult novel, “The Last Cherry 
Blossom” (Sky Pony/2016), which follows the life of seventh-grader Yuriko before and after the 
bombing in Hiroshima. Burkinshaw talks to host Frank Stasio about the story of survival that 
aims to educate young readers about the humanity of Japanese citizens villainized during the 
war.

Category: Education
Mom, Can I Interview You For My Podcast? Lessons From WUNC’s 2020 Youth 
Reporters:
Each summer, WUNC reporters share the coffee station with high school students. The dozen 
or so youth mingle with our staff and dip their toes into audio storytelling and the weird world of 
public radio. This year, with our offices closed and the coffee only flowing at home, the Youth 
Reporting Institute had to shake things up, so they hopped on social media. Program director 
Kamaya Truitt-Martin and program manager Allison Swaim chose to meet Gen Z on their turf, 
and put the call out for aspiring journalists on Instagram and published the stories as they 
arrived.  Host Frank Stasio listens back through the sounds of this summer’s workshops with 
Swaim, along with Priyanka Rathnam and Olivia Haynie, who both participated in the weekly 
story crafting workshops and creation of autoethnographic audio stories. Rathnam is a rising 
eighth-grader at Magellan Charter School in Raleigh. Haynie is a graduate of Riverside High 
School and a rising first year at the University of Pennsylvania. 

August 6, 2020
Category: Health

Is COVID-19 Information Reaching Every Community That It Should? N.A.H.
Public health expert Bahby Banks has been hearing about COVID-19 since before the World 
Health Organization declared it a pandemic back in March. As a former epidemiologist, she has 
been talking to friends in the field and keeping up with reports on the virus’s spread. She knew 
right away that the country’s most marginalized communities would be most susceptible to 
contracting the novel coronavirus, and data that has emerged in the months since has borne 
that out. Soon, she will launch Not A Host (N.A.H.), a new public health information campaign to 
raise awareness about community spread and risk reduction for Black and brown communities. 
Host Anita Rao talks to Banks about her new project. 

Category: Race/Minorities
In Netflix’s ‘Indian Matchmaking,’ Arranged Marriage Is The Anti-Entanglement
In the new Netflix docuseries, “Indian Matchmaking,” affluent Indian singles look for love and 
marriage with the help of a professional matchmaker. Based on criteria they provide, clients are 
matched with ostensibly compatible dates, but they soon find that the goal of marriage is more 
difficult to attain that they had hoped — even with a matchmaker who consults biological data 
profiles, astrologers and face readers. Does the addictively bingeable series provide an 
accurate look at the process of arranged marriage for Indians and Indian Americans in 2020? 
Host Anita Rao talks to Manisha Dass, one of the singles featured in the series; Jasbina 
Ahluwalia, founder and CEO of the South Asian matchmaking service, Intersections Match by 
Jasbina; and Keera Allendorf, associate professor of sociology and international studies at 
Indiana University Bloomington. 

August 5, 2020



Category: Education
Back To School In NC: Keeping COVID-19 Out Of Classrooms:
Families across North Carolina are preparing to start a new school year in the midst of an 
ongoing pandemic. Most public school students are starting school online, but each school 
district around the state is doing things a little bit differently under guidelines released by Gov. 
Roy Cooper in July. Public radio stations from the mountains to the coast came together to 
examine the myriad complexities of the coming school year. WFAE’s Charlotte Talks host Mike 
Collins talked to North Carolina State Superintendent Mark Johnson about how districts are 
planning to educate students in spite of the pandemic. WUNC’s State of Things host Frank 
Stasio dug into how the stress of this moment is impacting the mental health of children, families 
and teachers with Shauna Cooper, an associate professor of psychology and neuroscience at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Reporters from WHQR in Wilmington, BPR in Asheville and WFDD in Winston-Salem share 
how their communities are responding to the new intersecting education and health challenges. 
WHQR’s Rachel Keith talked to school teachers in New Hanover County about their concerns 
for the semester. Helen Chickering from BPR looked into how the role of the school nurse will 
change. WFDD’s Keri Brown analyzed school budgets in rural and urban districts in the western 
half of the state. And Lilly Knoepp from BPR went to the campus of Western Carolina University 
to find out how officials are planning for the pandemic as students come back to campus.

August 4, 2020
Category: Military

36 Veterans Died Of COVID-19 At State-Run Nursing Homes. Who’s To Blame?
Nursing homes have weathered more than 100 outbreaks of COVID-19 in North Carolina. More 
than 40% of the state’s deaths from the virus are from residents at those facilities. Some of 
those facilities are state-run nursing homes for veterans, and questions have been raised about 
government accountability amidst ongoing outbreaks. As of Friday, July 31, 36 residents have 
died of COVID-19 in North Carolina’s veterans nursing homes. Meanwhile, facilities in the 
neighboring states of Virginia, Tennessee and South Carolina have maintained zero COVID-
related fatalities. There are more than 130 such state-run nursing homes in the nation, and the 
four in North Carolina house 342 veterans. The outbreaks are raising questions about why a 
facility in Salisbury allowed outside visits while under an Alert Code Red. Thomas Goldsmith, a 
reporter for North Carolina Health News, probed the cost and effectiveness of the state 
contracting out management of the public nursing homes with PruittHealth, a Georgia-based 
conglomerate.  Host Frank Stasio talks with Goldsmith about how lawmakers are responding as 
PruittHealth awaits a renewal of its contract in December.

Category: Arts
The Power Of Public Art: Artists Tackle Protests And The Pandemic
Businesses across North Carolina boarded up windows and storefronts in recent months amid 
ongoing protests against the police killing of George Floyd. For artists in cities like Asheville, 
Durham, Charlotte and Greensboro, these plywood panels were blank canvases, ripe for 
colorful street murals and visual statements of protest. These works of public art help 
communities and artists visualize what work still needs to be done to amplify Black voices — in 
the art world and beyond. Host Frank Stasio talks about the role of art in social justice 
movements with Renee’ Russell, the co-founder of the Southern Arts Movement. Russell is also 
one of the organizers of an art exhibit in downtown Graham designed to amplify the voices of 
Black artists. The exhibit is on view through Aug. 29, 2020. Also joining the conversation is 
Joseph Pearson, who was one of the lead artists in creating Asheville’s Black Lives Matter 



mural. Stasio also talks with Durham-based artist James Keul about a new exhibit called 
“ReAwakening: Artist Practices During a Pandemic,” that explores how the pandemic and 
protests of 2020 have shaped how artists do their work. The exhibit is on view at Golden Belt in 
Durham through Oct. 21, 2020 and online here. 

August 3, 2020
Category: Arts

Finding Inspiration Everywhere: Meet Author Carrie Knowles:
Writing has been a central part of Carrie Knowles’ life since she was a young girl. She pursued 
creative writing as her major in college, even though it went against her father’s wishes. She 
paid her way through school with gigs writing ad copy and commercial jingles. And once she 
became a mother to three young kids, she helped to support her family with freelancing. 
Memories from childhood, living abroad and questions about art have all provided fertile ground 
for her fiction writing. Knowles has also spent a large part of her life working to ignite the 
creative spark in others, encouraging them to find inspiration in the everyday. As the 2014 North 
Carolina Piedmont Laureate in short fiction, she held 40 presentations to assist people on their 
writing journeys. She is also the author of “A Self-Guided Workbook and Gentle Tour on 
Learning How to Write from Start-to-Finish” (Owl Canyon Press/2020). Host Frank Stasio talks 
to Knowles about her passion for teaching and writing, her two recent books and how her 
degrees in psychology inform her what she puts on the page. 
Note: This program originally aired January 13, 2020.

July 31, 2020
Category: Crime/Law Enforcement

This Is The Summer Of Gun Violence:  
Gun violence is back on the rise in North Carolina and around the country. After a lull during the 
stay-at-home orders, shootings surged over recent weeks. Researchers and local activists 
struggle to understand which of the contemporary crises could be causing increased violence. 
Since March of this year, 3 million more firearms were sold across the nation than in typical 
years, according to the Brookings Institution estimates. That is in addition to a spike in thefts 
from gun stores. There is little data available for how many of those guns are ending up in the 
hands of first-time owners, but historical data correlates increases in violence especially with 
first-time purchases. Host Anita Rao asks Jason deBruyn to explain some of the possible 
contributing factors to the spike in both gun ownership and violence. DeBruyn is WUNC’s data 
reporter and a fellow with Guns & America.

Category: Sports
ACC Says College Sports Will Happen This Fall...But Will That Stick?
The Atlantic Coast Conference Board of Directors voted to push back the start of their fall 
college sports to Sept. 10 and implement new rules to keep student athletes and coaching staff 
safe. But is that enough to prevent outbreaks? And if sports are canceled, what does that mean 
for the future of athletics departments — and for the student athletes? Host Anita Rao talks with 
Luke DeCock, sports columnist for the News & Observer, about the future of college sports. 
Rachel Jones, a junior midfielder for women’s soccer at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, shares how her team’s training has changed under coronavirus-related rules.

Category: Environment
Not A Snake, Just A Charmer: Your Neighborhood Reptile Wrangler
Free time from quarantine has given way to more wandering in backyards, and sometimes 
people encounter a critter that scares them. That is where Nick Massimo comes in. He is a 
doctoral candidate in herpetology at Arizona State University and lives in Durham. Last year he 
posted in his neighborhood’s Nextdoor forum offering his services in snake identification and 

https://www.goldenbeltarts.com/virtual-gallery/


removal. He got such a large response that he went on to attain his Wildlife Damage Control 
Agent certification. Massimo says to live harmoniously with snakes, people have to learn to 
identify venomous snakes from non-venomous snakes. And that is not as simple as looking for 
a triangular head. Host Anita Rao debunks snake myths with Massimo and discusses how North 
Carolinians can coexist with copperheads. 

July 30, 2020
Category: Education

How NC Public Schools Are Preparing For Fall 
Over half of the students enrolled in North Carolina public schools will be starting their school 
year at home this fall. Gov. Roy Cooper announced earlier this month that public schools can 
open through a Plan B or hybrid model, with some in-home and some face-to-face instruction, 
or with a Plan C model, with remote-only instruction. As more districts are announcing their 
plans to move to online-only instruction, parents’ concerns over equity, access and work-
education balance abound. Meanwhile, school districts adopting a Plan B model continue to 
field safety concerns from faculty and families alike. Host Anita Rao talks to several guests 
about schools’ fall reopening plans. Anna Pogarcic is an EdNC reporting fellow and the 
incoming editor-in-chief of The Daily Tar Heel. Jeff James is the superintendent of Iredell-
Statesville Schools. Pascal Mubenga is the superintendent of Durham Public Schools. Cathy 
Moore is the superintendent of the Wake County Public School System. Nichole Tilley is the 
principal of Lake Norman Elementary School. And Thad Domina is a sociologist and a professor 
in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Education.

July 29, 2020 
Category: Health

Duke Doctors Say Hospital Rankings Overlook Patient Economic Status
Organizations publish ranked lists of the country’s best hospitals every year in an effort to guide 
patients to high-quality care. One of the most visible, U.S. News and World, released their 2020-
21 Best Hospitals Honor Roll on Tuesday. But a new article from two Duke Health doctors and a 
Duke University scholar suggests these rankings fail to account for regional differences and 
socioeconomic factors in underlying patient health. Dr. Jonathan A. Bae, Lesley H. Curtis, and 
Dr. Adrian F. Hernandez co-authored the paper. Host Anita Rao talks with Dr. Bae about 
centering patient experience in measuring healthcare quality and how using a rating system 
instead of a ranking system could start that process.

Category: Health
Can Pharmaceutical Testing Ever Be Ethical Under Capitalism?
Before a pharmaceutical treatment can hit the pharmacy shelves, manufacturers must prove the 
product’s safety through a series of trials. Phase I trials are on healthy participants to find the 
best dosage with the fewest side effects and to prove the treatment is not unsafe. Phase II and 
III trials involve more widespread testing on ill participants to demonstrate the treatment’s 
effectiveness and any side effects. In Phase I, the participants receive financial compensation 
for undergoing the experimental treatment and are typically recruited from African American and 
Latino communities. Yet, in the latter two trial phases, the demographics shift. Minorities are 
generally underrepresented and no financial compensation is offered. The benefit is instead a 
potentially effective treatment. Host Anita Rao talks with Jill A. Fisher about her decade of 
research into clinical trials and her new book “Adverse Events: Race, Inequality and the Testing 
of New Pharmaceuticals” (NYU/2020), in which she delves into the underbelly of Phase I trials 
through statistics and interviews with trial participants, clinic staff and leaders in the 

https://jamanetwork.com/searchresults?author=Jonathan+A.+Bae&q=Jonathan+A.+Bae
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pharmaceutical industry. Fisher is a professor of social medicine at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

 Category: Arts and Culture
‘I’m Black As Jesus’: Local Emcees Loud And Proud In New Cypher
Lena Jackson, TAGEM, 2FLY KNG and Jooselord join verses about the systemic violence 
against Black bodies in “Black AF,” a raw black-and-white lyric video released by Carolina 
Waves. While the cypher format oftentimes turns competitive, it is clear the four emcees are in 
full support of one another’s prowess and message as each step forward to speak truth to 
power. Backed by a dark and plotting beat crafted by Imani “Yaya Beatz” Pressley, the cypher 
expands the meaning of the Black Lives Matter movement through metaphor and rhyme. 
Mir.I.am, the founder of Carolina Waves, is leveraging the curated cypher to open the floor for 
new voices in North Carolina’s rich underground hip-hop scene. Artists can send in a video of 
their original verses over Pressley’s beat. The winner will take the stage in the next scheduled 
cypher in Fall 2020. Host Anita Rao dives into the poetry of “Black AF” and the history of Black 
artistry in social movements with Raleigh rapper Lena Jackson and Greensboro’s Imani 
Pressley, a Grammy-nominated producer and musician. All proceeds from the single and t-shirt 
sales go to North Carolina-based nonprofits committed to anti-racism, including Democracy 
Green, Raleigh PACT, Raleigh Demands Justice, Emancipate NC and Advance North Carolina.
 
 

July 28, 2020

REBROADCAST
Category: Health

Thousands Of NC Families Await Help For Special Needs Kids: 
For families with special needs children, putting kids into institutional care is often a desperate 
act of last resort. Many parents and caregivers prefer to keep their children at home where they 
can give them as much love and attention as possible, but they need help to do so. Families of 
children with severe intellectual and developmental disabilities are eligible for assistance from 
the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services through a portion of Medicaid 
called the Innovations Waiver. Through the program, they can get help purchasing things like 
medical supplies, wheelchairs and in-home skillbuilding and therapy. But the program’s funding 
constraints means more than 12,000 families remain on a waitlist. Host Frank Stasio talks with 
WUNC data reporter Jason Debruyn about the obstacles to expanding the program and the 
stories of the many families who wait for its benefits. Note: This program originally aired April 
25, 2019.

Category: Environment
The Coming Floods: How Sea Level Rise Affects All Of Us: 
Orrin Pilkey was sounding the alarm about climate change and sea level rise long before the 
topics were part of public consciousness. As an early whistleblower, his work was not always 
well received, but he pressed on and has authored and edited dozens of books about the 
environment in the past few decades. His latest book, co-authored with his son Keith, takes a 
look at some of the unexpected ways climate-related sea level rise will affect the lives and 
livelihoods of people across the United States. In “Sea Level Rise: A Slow Tsunami on 
America's Shores” (Duke Press/ 2019), the Duke professor emeritus of earth sciences pinpoints 
how coastal landscapes and infrastructure are already seeing the scars of a rising ocean. His 
book includes the latest research as well as a practical guide about how to talk to family 
members who live on beach-front properties. Pilkey joins host Frank Stasio to ponder why he 
believes humans are resistant to scientifically-rigorous warnings about rising oceans and share 



his opinion that many people living along the coast need to plan their retreat before it may be 
too late. Note: This program originally aired August 14, 2019.

Category: Arts & Culture
Why Harper Lee Never Finished Writing Her True-Crime Book: 
What lessons can the now-deceased Harper Lee teach a modern-day investigative journalist? 
Writer Casey Cep retraced Lee’s footsteps to a small town in Alabama to find out. She 
reopened a 1970s murder case that Lee had once obsessively followed: a rural preacher named 
Reverend Willie Maxwell who was accused of killing five of his family members for insurance 
money. Cep implanted herself in Coosa County and set out to retrace Maxwell’s trial. Like Lee, 
Cep interviewed townspeople about the case, but she also sought out anecdotes about Harper 
Lee herself. Who was the brilliant and private woman behind “To Kill A Mockingbird,” and what 
were her personal politics and literary ideals? Host Frank Stasio talks with Casey Cep about her 
book “Furious Hours: Murder, Fraud, and The Last Trial of Harper Lee” (Knopf/ 2019) which 
contextualizes Maxwell’s trial with modern sensibilities and brings to light new information about 
Harper Lee and her miserable perfectionism. Note: This program originally aired August 14, 
2019.

July 27, 2020
Category: Politics

NC Voters Request Absentee Ballots In Unprecedented Numbers
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, many North Carolina voters are choosing to cast their 
ballot via mail. Over 90,000 North Carolinians have requested a mail-in absentee ballot so far, 
nearly five times as many requests as this time in 2016. Host Anita Rao talks with reporter 
Jordan Wilkie about how county boards of election in the state are preparing for the surge of 
mailed ballots. Wilkie is a Report for America corps member with Carolina Public Press. 

Category: Sports/Recreation
Kai Lightner Climbs For The Next Generation
The climbing started with baby gates and wooden balconies. As a kid, professional rock climber 
Kai Lightner had a lot of energy and a love for scrambling up anything he could find. While 
shimmying his way up a flagpole at age 6, a woman approached Lightner’s mother, Constance, 
with the name of a local climbing gym in Fayetteville. They visited the gym, and Lightner got 
hooked. Now, as a 20-year-old, Lightner holds 12 national championship titles and five medals 
from youth world championships. The sport has brought him to six of the seven continents. His 
journey as a climber has also shaped some of his more difficult life experiences. Lightner 
struggled with body image and faced instances of racism as a Black person in a white-
dominated sport. As a rising junior at Babson College in Massachusetts, Lightner is an aspiring 
entrepreneur looking to lower the barriers for minority athletes seeking to enter the sport...all 
while making plenty of TikTok videos. Host Anita Rao talks with Lightner about competing, 
training and overcoming fear as a professional climber.

July 24, 2020
Category: Crime/Law Enforcement

How Much Does A Police Salary Add To Your Property Taxes? What About A Social 
Worker?
The price of local law enforcement is coming under increased scrutiny amidst nationwide 
calls to defund or abolish the police. Smoky Mountain News took a deep dive into the 
implications and possibilities for reallocating funding for law enforcement in four counties in 
Western North Carolina. But first, the newspaper had to determine what residents were 
already paying. Staff writer Cory Vaillancourt joins host Anita Rao to discuss the reporting 



and how the costs compare to social workers or other hypothetical replacements for armed 
officers. His piece is part of “Backing the Badge,” the newspaper’s ongoing series about law 
enforcement reform.

Category: Government
How Is NC Transit Adapting To Budget Cuts And COVID-19?
The North Carolina General Assembly cut hundreds of millions from the state’s transportation 
budget in late June. While the funding bill received overwhelming bipartisan support in both the 
Senate and House, one item raised some controversy: completely cutting the $51.2 billion 
allocated to programs at local transit departments. In the midst of the flat-lined revenue from 
fares and local taxes, public transit systems are scrambling to provide safe and accessible 
options for those without cars. While local transportation departments work to protect 
passengers with increased cleaning and reduced capacity, those steps increase costs for the 
state’s ferry, train, bus and paratransit services. Host Anita Rao discusses the importance and 
challenges of public transportation during the COVID-19 pandemic with Julie White, the North 
Carolina Department of Transportation deputy secretary for multimodal transportation, and 
Noreen McDonald, the chair of the department of city and regional planning at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the director of Carolina Transportation Program.

Category: Military
StoryCorps Military Voices Wants You To Tell Your Stories From Home
StoryCorps has been traveling around the country, collecting oral histories in person for years. 
The impact of COVID-19 means that the archival organization has to get creative. The recording 
process is now completely remote and can be conducted from the interviewer and interviewee’s 
separate locations, including a StoryCorps facilitator. Hazel Diaz is StoryCorps’ Military Voices 
Initiative manager and is collecting North Carolina stories for the next two weeks. It is not too 
late to schedule a remote recording session with a military member in your life. Diaz is 
especially interested in collecting military stories from women, people of color and members of 
the LGBTQ community. Host Anita Rao talks to Diaz about the Military Voices Initiative and how 
to sign up for a StoryCorps session in North Carolina. 

July 23, 2020
Category: Arts/Culture

Embodied: A Love Letter To Friendship
Friendships carry us through the high and lows of life. From celebrating our successes to 
helping salve the sting of rejection, the people we choose to surround ourselves with offer an 
unparalleled kind of support. But there is not much structural guidance on how to nurture our 
platonic, intimate relationships. On this installment of Embodied, host Anita Rao examines the 
importance of friendship with guests that are best friends themselves. Aminatou Sow and Ann 
Friedman are co-authors of “Big Friendship: How We Keep Each Other Close” (Simon & 
Schuster/2020), as well as co-hosts of the podcast “Call Your Girlfriend.” They share their 
insight on “big friendships” and how to care for them as life puts them to the test.

Category: Race/Minorities
New Study Reveals Economic Drivers Behind The Sterilization of Black North Carolinians
Between 1929 and 1974, North Carolina officials sterilized an estimated 7,600 people, many by 
force or coercion. The state’s eugenics program targeted people deemed “feebleminded,” sick 



or living with a disability. A recent study finds that it also targeted Black people considered 
economically “unproductive” in society. University of New Orleans professor Gregory Price led 
the research with co-authors William “Sandy” Darity, Samuel DuBois Cook Distinguished 
Professor of Public Policy at Duke University, and Rhonda Sharpe, founder and president of the 
Women’s Institute for Science, Equity and Race. The scholars found that for Black populations 
in North Carolina counties in a 10-year period, the number of sterilizations increased with the 
number of people above a “sustainable poverty rate.” For other racial groups, the researchers 
found no correlation between sterilizations and county-supported individuals, which backs their 
claim that the racial bias of the North Carolina Eugenics Board program had economic 
motivations. Host Anita Rao speaks with Price about the study and its implications. She also 
talks with Valerie Johnson, a Durham-based attorney for Johnson & Groninger PLLC, who 
helped sterilization survivors file claims for compensation from the state.

July 22, 2020
Category: Education

Budget Cuts, Health Risks Loom For UNC System Campuses And Workers
In an email to leaders at all 17 UNC System campuses, UNC Board of Governors Chairman 
Randall Ramsey asked each chancellor to prepare a proposal that reflects a budget cut of up to 
50 percent. The cuts are meant as preemptive preparation for a long-term scenario in which 
campus funding would significantly decrease due to the impact of COVID-19. In meetings on 
Wednesday and Thursday, the Board of Governors is also expected to further discuss 
reopening this fall, as faculty, staff and students push back against existing plans. 

Workers tasked with cleaning and sanitizing community spaces like dorms, cafeterias, athletic 
centers and dining halls are especially concerned, as many have returned to campus in 
advance of reopening and faced health risks in doing so. Earlier this month, the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill athletics department reported that 37 coaches, staff and athletes 
tested positive for COVID-19.

Host Anita Rao talks to WUNC education reporter Liz Schlemmer about reopening updates and 
long-term financial planning for the UNC System. Rao also speaks to two UNC Chapel Hill 
facilities workers — housekeeper Jermany Alston and groundskeeper David Brannigan — about 
public safety, compliance and risk.

Category: Science/Technology
Embodied: Technology’s Role In Eroding And Building Empathy
Do you say please and thank you to your smart speaker? With each update, technology inches 
closer towards a greater understanding of the human condition. Empathy remains a trait 
exclusive to people, but that could change. In her book “The Future of Feeling: Building 
Empathy in a Tech-Obsessed World” (Little A/2020), author Kaitlin Ugolik Phillips examines how 
online discourse can erode empathy — but also how the tech industry can build new products to 
promote connection and exchange. The author shares examples, like an app for kids that allows 
users to explore animated homes typical to different countries throughout the world. We 
continue our Embodied series by looking at how new technological innovations are helping to 
teach empathy in the classroom and how to avoid tiffs on social media. Host Anita Rao talks 
with Phillips about what she learned in writing the book and her hopes for the tech-scape in the 
future. Rebroadcast from 1/30/20.

July 21, 2020
Category: Government

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/college/acc/unc/article244092037.html


State Spending Disparities Are Decades Old. Why Hasn’t The Easy Solution Been 
Activated?
North Carolina taxpayers channel billions of dollars into state agencies every year — agencies 
that, in turn, spend that money with private businesses in the state for anything from building 
construction to office supplies. But not every business benefits from the state dollars. 
Historically underutilized businesses — businesses that are at least 51% owned by a person in 
a racial minority, a socially and economically disadvantaged person, a woman or a person with 
a disability — have been left out of state spending for two decades. A 1999 executive order 
signed by then-Gov. Jim Hunt stated that the state should spend at least 10% of its money with 
these businesses, known as HUBs. But in 2019, HUBs only accounted for 5.2% of the state’s 
spending on goods and services. The state has met its 10% goal in the construction spending 
category because of legislation that mandates the goal. No such mandate exists for the goods 
and services sector, and state officials have wavered on passing one even as spending leaves 
HUBs behind. Host Anita Rao talks with Seth Gulledge, staff writer for the Triangle Business 
Journal, about his analysis of state spending and why minority-owned businesses have missed 
out on billions of dollars.

Category: Environment
Are Coyotes An Invasive Species? WUNC’s ‘Creep’ Debunks Myths And Misperceptions
Creeping, crawling, thriving, surviving … no matter where we look, animal species are living in 
our midst. Some survive despite the challenges and hazards human life imposes, while others 
thrive because of it. A new WUNC audio special, hosted by journalists Laura Pellicer and 
Elizabeth Friend, explores the way one particular species has evolved in tandem with human 
neighbors: coyotes. When the pandemic-instigated lockdown forced many to work and learn 
from home, coyote sightings occurred in cities across the country. Pellicer and Friend set out to 
discover more about the increase in sightings, and they ended uncovering mysteries they 
weren’t expecting to find. What constitutes an invasive species? Why are coyotes one of the 
most hated animals in North America? Their audio documentary “Creep” finds some answers to 
these questions in the words of top coyote researchers. Host Anita Rao talks with Pellicer, 
WUNC digital news producer, and Friend, reporter and independent producer, about the audio 
special’s conception, the history of coyote populations in North Carolina and the coyote’s 
curious appetite for persimmons.

Category: Law
Housing Is A Commodity. Yet Jesse Hamilton McCoy II Fights For It As A Human Right:
There were not many other poor students in his class at law school. Jesse Hamilton McCoy II 
knew that most of the laws he learned about were not written or enforced by working class 
Black people. As the first in his family — and one of the few in his community —  to attend 
college, McCoy could easily point to his own story as evidence of the classic American dream 
narrative. Instead, he chooses to frame his story as an exception to the rule and dedicates 
himself to those in his community that he saw drop out of school to help pay the family bills or 
turn to illegal work when turned down from other jobs. He talks to host Anita Rao about the 
ways the justice system can prioritize humanity over the market as evictions cases return to 
courts after a months-long pause. McCoy is a housing lawyer, the James Scott Farrin Lecturing 
Fellow at Duke Law and supervising attorney for the Duke Law Civil Justice Clinic. He runs a 
Durham County eviction diversion program in partnership with Legal Aid of North Carolina.

July 20, 2020
Category: Race/Minorities

‘Strike For Black Lives’ Calls Attention To Racial, Economic Injustice

https://law.duke.edu/civiljustice/


Tens of thousands of workers in more than 25 cities are expected to participate in a full-day 
strike today as part of the “Strike for Black Lives.” Those who cannot strike for the full day are 
encouraged to walk away from their positions for about eight minutes — the amount of time a 
white police officer held his knee on George Floyd’s neck in Minneapolis. The strike organizers 
— which include labor unions and racial and social justice organizations — are calling attention 
not only to police brutality, but systemic racism, systemic poverty and even climate justice as 
interconnected fights. People working for less than a living wage in the U.S. number 62 million, 
according to the Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival, an organization 
participating in the strike. Strike events are planned in Durham and Asheville today. Host Anita 
Rao speaks with the Rev. Dr. William Barber II, pastor, president of Repairers of the Breach and 
co-chair of the Poor People’s Campaign, about the strike and the causes he hopes it will bring 
to light.

Category: Arts/Culture
Chasing Zaïre: Meet Eric Ndelo
Street fashion is a venue for activism, according to Eric Ndelo. Through screen printing, he has 
elevated social justice movements like Black Lives Matter, empowered young artists and taught 
entrepreneurship to Congo youth. It was all part of the vision, he says. Ndelo is the creative 
director and master screen printer at MacFly Fresh Printing, as well as the co-founder of DRC 
ApeParel. He grew up in Charlotte, as the son of Congolese immigrants. He lived between white 
and Black America — too Black to really fit in at his family’s white church, and too African to fit 
in with his Black peers. But as he got older, Ndelo realized the “race pocket” he lived in could be 
an advantage. And he is determined to use it to better American society. Host Anita Rao talks 
with Ndelo about fashion activism and how his Congolese heritage shaped his path.

July 17, 2020
Category: Health

Physical, Emotional And Economic Toll Of COVID-19 Pandemic Continues
North Carolina hit a record number of coronavirus hospitalizations this week, a day after Gov. 
Roy Cooper announced a three-week extension of Phase 2. The state’s hospitals have seen 
eight consecutive days of over 1,000 coronavirus patients, and confirmed coronavirus cases 
now total over 93,000. The Phase 2 executive order was set to expire July 17, but will now be in 
effect until at least Aug. 7, according to the governor’s Tuesday announcement. Beyond the 
numbers, the pandemic continues to have an emotional and economic toll on North Carolina 
residents. Children have gone months without seeing incarcerated parents. New estimates 
show nearly 200,000 North Carolinians have lost health insurance due to pandemic-related job 
loss. Nursing homes may start allowing outdoor visitations, but ongoing outbreaks are still a 
problem at nursing homes and residential care facilities. Host Anita Rao talks with Rose Hoban, 
reporter, editor and founder of North Carolina Health News, about the latest trends and effects 
of the coronavirus pandemic on the state.

Category: Arts and Culture
LISTEN: North Carolina’s Tiny Desk Showcase
Hundreds of North Carolina musicians set up a desk and camera this spring for their chance at 
NPR stardom. The annual Tiny Desk contest gives unsigned musicians the chance to perform 
behind Bob Boilen's desk at NPR's Washington D.C. headquarters. The NPR Music team 
typically invites established artists to perform, the videos garnering millions of views online — 
including some familiar North Carolina names like The Avett Brothers (2009 and Scott Avett in 
2020), The Mountain Goats (2010), Rhiannon Giddens (2019 and 2020) and Daughter of 
Swords (2020). But every year, one underground artist takes over the desk. Many of the local 
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musicians who submitted to this year's contest broke from public radio's dominant guitar-toting 
singer-songwriter type. The lineup featured hip-hop, grunge, experimental classical and plenty 
of genre-benders. The inaugural North Carolina Tiny Desk showcase was judged by Carolina 
Waves Founder and K97.5 Personality Mir.I.am, Blue Ridge Public Radio’s arts and culture 
reporter Matt Peiken and host Anita Rao, with help from WUNC Music. 

July 16, 2020
Category: Race/Minorities

What Might 40 Acres And A Mule Look Like In 2020 Asheville?
In a unanimous vote on July 14, the Asheville City Council has decided to provide reparations to 
its Black residents for the city’s role in slavery, discrimination and community disinvestment. The 
decision is historic, as Asheville is one of the first cities to vote in favor of reparations. Now that 
the commitment to pay Black Asheville residents has been made, the community is tasked with 
deciding how the funding will be used. This plan is still very much in development, but it has 
already been decided that there will be no direct payouts to individual residents. Instead, the 
goal is to create new infrastructure that will help the city’s Black communities achieve 
generational wealth and equity. Host Anita Rao talks to Asheville’s Racial Justice Coalition 
community liaison Robert Thomas about the potential long-term plan. 

Category: Science
Natural Selection Favors The Friendly, According To Duke Scientists
When thinking about evolution, Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection, or “survival of the 
fittest,” is ingrained as the reason why some organisms thrived and others faltered. But our 
cultural understanding of “fittest” focuses on brute strength and size. What if there was another 
way to explain the success of some species? Brian Hare is a professor in the department of 
evolutionary anthropology at Duke University, where he founded the Duke Canine Cognition 
Center. And Vanessa Woods is the director of the Duke Puppy Kindergarten, as well as a 
journalist and the author of “Bonobo Handshake: A Memoir of Love and Adventure in the 
Congo” (Gotham/2010). They co-authored “Survival of the Friendliest: Understanding Our 
Origins and Rediscovering Our Common Humanity” (Random House/2020) to explain how a 
predisposition for friendliness led species like bonobos, domesticated dogs and even Homo 
sapiens to flourish. Host Anita Rao talks with Hare and Woods about the book and its 
implications for how humans interact with each other.

Category: Education
Durham Education Leader Says Community Must Step Up For Low Income Students
Local school districts within North Carolina can choose to follow Gov. Roy Cooper’s guidance 
on Plan B reopening — which includes remote and in-classroom hybrid learning — or they can 
choose complete remote-learning for the upcoming school year. Durham Public Schools’ current 
plan offers in-person learning for pre-K through eighth-grade students, with an option to enroll in 
the virtual Ignite! Online Academy. High school students will learn remotely unless they qualify 
for an exception — which includes students who need English as a Second Language or 
exceptional children services. Alexandra Zagbayou says that is insufficient for students of lower 
socio-economic status. Factors that ensure a quality education like food, shelter, internet access 
and online literacy may be limited, and providing a stable learning environment is crucial. Host 
Anita Rao talks with Zagbayou about potential solutions, like utilizing community space for 
students. Zagbayou is the executive director of Student U, a Durham non-profit aimed at 
empowering first-generation college students.
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July 15, 2020
Category: Education

More Questions Than Answers Follow Gov. Cooper’s School Reopening Plan
North Carolina public schools will open this fall with a mix of in-person and remote-learning 
options, Gov. Roy Cooper announced Tuesday. Individual school districts will create their own 
plans depending on the needs of students, staff and teachers. Schools must follow certain 
safety and health requirements for in-person gatherings, such as wearing face coverings, 
washing hands frequently and maintaining six feet of distance between people. Districts must 
also provide students and their families with the option of remote-only learning. The governor 
said the reopening plan reflects a need to ensure safety during the pandemic, but it also 
recognizes the importance of a physical classroom space. “We know that schools provide so 
much more than just academic lessons,” he said. “They support our children's social, emotional 
and physical development.” But how schools will plan curricula and meet the needs of at-risk 
teachers, students and staff remains to be seen. Host Anita Rao discusses the reopening plan 
for schools and the questions it raises with Dave Dewitt, WUNC’s feature news editor.  

Category: Environment
REBROADCAST
What You Can Do To Support NC’s Sea Turtle Population:
Hundreds of sea turtles climb onto North Carolina’s shores to lay eggs each year. The state has 
about 330 miles of ocean-facing beach that is potential nesting habitat for sea turtles. Four 
different species commonly nest in North Carolina: the loggerhead, green turtle, Kemp’s ridley 
and leatherbacks. All seven of the global species of sea turtles are listed as endangered or 
threatened. These turtles face many predators in the wild — and humans also pose a great 
threat. Host Anita Rao learns about North Carolina’s sea turtles from Michele Lamping, an 
aquarist and the sea turtle specialist at the North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores. She 
is also the Atlantic Beach Sea Turtle Volunteer Coordinator. Lamping shares her volunteer work 
to help protect nests and to protect hatchlings from human intervention as they head toward the 
surf. She also talks about what it takes to rehabilitate sea turtles and explains what beachgoers 
can do to make sure their summer fun doesn’t interfere with turtle nests.

Category: Arts
REBROADCAST
‘This Is My Body’ Traces A Search For Identity Within The Evangelical Church: 
From the time she was young, musician and writer Cameron Dezen Hammon craved a spiritual 
connection with the world around her. As a kid, she tagged along with a friend to synagogue 
where she was gripped by the ritualism of the robes, the chanting and the scrolls. An an adult, 
she followed that desire for a spiritual home and eventually found herself part of an evangelical 
megachurch community in suburban Houston, Texas. There, her work as a musician intersected 
with her spiritual life and she took up a role as a music minister. In her new communitity her 
identity as a feminist clashed with her participation in a system that upholds men as leaders and 
women as helpers. Hammon documents the story of her journey of faith, love and self-
exploration in her new book “This Is My Body: A Memoir of Religious and Romantic Obsession” 
(Lookout Books/ 2019). Hammon speaks with host Anita Rao as part of the series “Embodied: 
Sex, Relationships and Your Health.” 

July 14, 2020



REBROADCAST
Category: Science/Technology

Landmark Study Highlights Promising PTSD Treatment:
A clinical trial of active-duty military members showed for the first time that a known pain 
treatment can also be effectively used to treat post-traumatic stress disorder. Stellate ganglion 
block, or SGB, is a treatment that anesthetizes a bundle of nerves in the neck with an injection. 
SGB has been used for decades to treat pain symptoms, but this landmark study from RTI 
International demonstrates that the injections can also be used for those with PTSD. The eight-
week trial showed a clinically significant reduction in symptoms, although it did not study why 
the treatment works. Kristine Rae Olmsted, a behavioral epidemiologist at RTI International and 
one of the study’s primary investigators, shares the details with host Frank Stasio. She covers 
the history of SGB, talks about the link between pain and PTSD and explores future avenues of 
study.

Category: Arts & Culture
How Bollywood Music Came To NC State’s Radio:
From indie rock to local rap, WKNC has built a loyal following of “hipsters and, well, more 
hipsters,” according to one station promo. But every Sunday morning, a totally different 
audience tune into North Carolina State University’s student radio station. Hundreds of listeners 
from all over the world tune in to enjoy two hours of Bollywood soundtracks and traditional 
carnatic classics, among dozens of other genres from South Asia. गगग गगगगग, گیت بازار or Geet 
Bazaar (Song Market) is hosted in both English and Hindi/Urdu, and listeners request music 
sung in over a dozen different languages. The program’s founder, Afroz Taj, deejayed on All 
India Radio in the 1980s and, when he moved to the Triangle in 1995, the music came with him. 
Host Frank Stasio celebrates the ways Geet Bazaar balances nostalgia with discovery 
alongside Taj and co-host John Caldwell. They both teach in the Asian studies department at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Category: Military
Meet North Carolina Guard’s First African American, Female Black Hawk Pilot 
Captain Lindsey Jefferies was the first of her six siblings to graduate from college. As a child, 
her family struggled financially and was constantly on the move in search of better paying jobs 
and a lower cost of living. She hoped that getting a good education could be a ticket to a more 
secure future and set the goal of attending UNC-Chapel Hill. But long before she was old 
enough for college, she stumbled upon what would become her passion: flying. She took her 
first flights in high school as part of the Air Force Junior ROTC. First she flew a small, fixed-wing 
plane and then a Black Hawk helicopter. In 2013, Jefferies became the first African American 
female Black Hawk pilot in the North Carolina Army National Guard. She graduated from UNC 
and went on to get a master’s degree in counseling from UNC Greensboro. Today, she serves 
as the medevac detachment commander of North Carolina’s only unit where she helps rescue 
people from emergencies or disasters. In addition to flying, she also works as a counselor at 
Brighter Days Counseling in Salisbury working primary in couples therapy. Jefferies joins host 
Frank Stasio to share stories of finding her voice, knowing her worth and the trail she blazed in 
the military. 

July 13, 2020
Category: Crime/Law Enforcement

First Amendment Rights Challenged in Alamance County:



Protests continue in Graham over the town’s Confederate statue and the local history of racist 
policing. Over the weekend, the Alamance County seat hosted hundreds of protesters from the 
Black Lives Matter movement and local social justice organizations. They were met by law 
enforcement and more than 50 counter-protesters with ties to ReOpen networks and white 
supremacist organizations. Last month, the mayor of Graham shut down the protest permit-
approval process. While the ban was lifted after four days, on July 1, legal advocates from the 
ACLU and local NAACP are challenging the constitutionality of the city ordinance on granting 
protest permits. The lawsuit alleges, “The Ordinance unconstitutionally blocks two or more 
people who wish to protest — and even single individuals who seek to march while carrying a 
sign — in Graham from doing so without a permit, subjects those seeking a permit to vague 
and, in effect, content- and viewpoint-based standards, and severely restricts the size and 
conduct of protests for which a permit is obtained.” WUNC’s Greensboro reporter Naomi 
Prioleau describes to host Anita Rao the ways she saw protesters and armed counter-protesters 
treated differently by law enforcement during the weeks of demonstrations.

REBROADCAST from 6/25/20
Category: Health

Transgender Health Outcomes Improve When Providers Take These Steps:
Stigma, confusion and outright discrimination shape the healthcare experiences of many 
transgender and gender non-conforming people. In a national survey of transgender people in 
the U.S., 29% said health care providers had refused to see them because of their actual or 
perceived gender identity. On this edition of Embodied, host Anita Rao learns about the ways 
gender-affirming doctor’s visits, home life and classrooms can improve health outcomes for 
transgender and gender-nonconforming people. The UNC Transgender Health Program is 
providing comprehensive transgender healthcare, from surgery to therapy. Program manager 
Katherine Croft shares the ways health providers across North Carolina can learn more about 
the needs and identities of patients. Croft also exposes inconsistencies in Medicaid and the 
State Health Plan’s definitions of cosmetic and reconstructive surgery that excludes the health 
needs of transgender patients. There are many kinds of physical transitions that humans go 
through in life, and the ways transgender people can healthily navigate those changes remain 
under-researched and marginalized in medicine. Rao talks with Max Brown, a rising ninth 
grader in Western North Carolina who is doing lots of research about what it means to 
transition. He socially transitioned earlier in middle school and is now taking steps to ensure he 
feels comfortable in his own body. While support structures have been lacking in school, Max 
relies heavily on his pediatrician and Youth OUTright WNC in Asheville to manage his mental 
and physical wellbeing. His mother, Frances Brown, joins the program to discuss her own 
learning process while ensuring her son’s health. Schools can do more to support transgender 
students. Stigma and bullying from classmates and school staff can increase risk factors for 
suicide and depression — which transgender and gender-nonconforming teens experience at 
alarming rates. Health risks and academic setbacks for young people can have lasting effects, 
including joblessness and homelessness well into adulthood, explains Rebby Kern, director of 
education policy at Equality NC. There are easy steps that schools, families and health 
providers can take to address gender discrimination and secure more equitable health 
outcomes. 

July 10, 2020

Category: Health
Embodied: Our Tangled Relationship With Body Hair
Women’s war with body hair has claimed many casualties since hair removal and femininity 
became linked in the late 1800s. Scientific studies and advertisements elevated hairless, white 



women as society’s beauty standard, and the expectations took hold. Hundreds of years later, 
those standards still influence the decisions cisgender women, trans women and gender non-
conforming people make about their body hair. Studies show the majority of American women 
remove some kind of hair from their bodies — one 1998 study found that 92% of American 
women removed hair, most frequently by shaving. Heightened pressure falls on women of color, 
as they seek to match their bodies to standards made with white femininity in mind. Host Anita 
Rao digs into when we started caring so much about body hair and the evolution of hair removal 
practices with Rebecca Herzig, a professor of gender and sexuality studies at Bates College 
and the author of “Plucked: A History of Hair Removal” (NYU Press/2015). Rao also talks to 
Sharan Dhaliwal, founder and editor-in-chief of Burnt Roti, about coming to terms with being a 
hairy Indian woman. And Marilyn Minter joins the conversation to look at the portrayal of body 
hair in art. Minter is a visual artist and faculty member at the School of Visual Arts in New York 
City.

Category: Arts & Culture

Lights, Webcam, Action! Women’s Theatre Festival Innovates New Forms Of Online 
Performance: Theater is constantly moving between mediums. From radio plays to 
vaudeville’s transformation into televised variety shows, actors and technicians now find their 
stage to be TikTok and Twitch. Profits and mass exposure drove much of the migration toward 
on-screen performance — but today, with venues closed, it is survival that is driving theater 
companies to adapt plays for live broadcast. But the Women’s Theatre Festival is not allowing 
necessity to stand in the way of innovation. WTF Executive Director Johannah Maynard 
Edwards explains to host Anita Rao the ways live-streaming offers opportunities for audience 
accessibility and national networking for the Raleigh-based festival. Rao previews three of the 
shows featured in this year’s festival, including a conversation with Kameron Southerland and 
Shea Stanley about their hilarious interpretation of a middle school talent show forced onto 
Zoom that WTF hosts on July 11 at 1:30 p.m. Southerland and Stanley write and perform as 
the comedic duo Taking This Seriously. The 2020 Women’s Theatre Festival includes online 
workshops, performances and seminars from July 1 to August 1. 

July 9, 2020
Category: Arts/Culture

#BackChannel: Cancel Culture, Black Women And #MeToo And Trans Representation In 
Media:
Has cancel culture gone too far? That question has echoed throughout American society for 
several months. And this week a letter published by Harper’s Magazine and signed by over 150 
prominent writers and intellectuals — including Margaret Atwood, Wynton Marsalis and Salman 
Rushdie — argues against a “stifling atmosphere” that they say restricts public discourse. Host 
Anita Rao examines the origins of cancel culture and how it is applied today with popular culture 
experts Natalie Bullock Brown and Mark Anthony Neal. They also share their analysis of “On 
The Record,” a new HBO documentary about the women who came forward to accuse hip hop 
mogul Russell Simmons of sexual assault. Music executive Drew Dixon is one of them and one 
of the first women of color to participate in the #MeToo movement. Plus, Brown and Neal review 
“Disclosure,” a Netflix documentary exploring the ways trans people are represented on film and 
TV; look at how higher education institutions are responding to the racial reckoning in the wake 
of the police death of George Floyd; and examine a new docuseries from PBS on the historic 
campaigns of women of color during the 2018 midterm elections. Natalie Bullock Brown is a 



filmmaker and teaching assistant professor at North Carolina State University. Mark Anthony 
Neal is the James B. Duke Professor and chair of the department of African and African 
American studies at Duke University. He os also an author and the host of the webcast “Left of 
Black.”

July 8, 2020
Category: Education

Trump Administration Bans International Students From US If Their Universities Are 
Online-Only
U.S. Immigration Customs and Enforcement has issued a new temporary rule banning 
international students from returning to or remaining in the United States if their colleges move 
to online-only instruction this fall. As more colleges and universities announce their COVID-19 
adaptation plans for the fall semester, an increasing number are deciding to continue online 
instruction models first introduced in the spring. Universities are already beginning to push back 
against the policy, including Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
which are both seeking a temporary restraining order that would put the regulation on hold for 
14 days. Host Anita Rao talks to Emma Whitford, reporter for Inside Higher Ed, about what this 
could mean for students with visas.

Category: Health
Mask Up, And Make It Fashion: A Guide To Efficacy And Aesthetics
If a drug proven to reduce coronavirus transmission by 50% to 85% existed, would you take it? 
Masks offer that kind of protection for public health, and yet people still go out in public without 
them. Why is that? Nancy Kass, the deputy director for public health at the Johns Hopkins 
Berman Institute of Bioethics, explains the ethical argument for wearing a mask to protect 
others. And Dr. Scott Segal of Wake Forest Baptist Health shares his testing on the efficacy of 
different types of cloth masks. Wearing a mask is more than a good health measure. Since the 
Stone Age, people have used face coverings in ritual, theater and more casual self-expression. 
Like any other garment, masks are a fashion statement that can communicate personality or 
ideology to others. Yet, obscuring identifying markers and a locus of emotion allows the mask to 
transform the wearer, disguising humanity in favor of a deity or creature — or making them 
wholly anonymous. Drawing on global traditions of mask-making, Shukuru Bilal transitioned her 
modest fashion company to protective gear. Bilal designs elaborate and effective masks that 
may just turn the tide on social media toward masked photoshoots. Host Anita Rao talks with 
Kass and Dr. Segal about the ethics of mask-wearing during the pandemic. She also asks the 
founder and lead designer of Shukuru Couture to tell the stories behind the sell-out fashion 
pieces. 

July 7, 2020

REBROADCAST
Category: Environment

The Ancient Trees Of Bladen County: 
In a sweet tea-colored swamp in Bladen County, North Carolina there is a group of trees that 
has intrigued researchers for decades. Scientists knew the bald cypress trees that sprouted up 
from the Black River were old, and a new study reveals a number of the trees date back 
millennia. One tree is at least 2,624 years old. The bald cypress' remarkable age reveal 
information about climate history in the region, including whether the people who lived in the 
area experienced significant droughts. Host Frank Stasio speaks with David Stahle, a professor 



in the department of geosciences at the University of Arkansas. Stahle is the lead investigator 
on a new study published in the journal "Environmental Research Communications." 

Category: Arts/Culture
‘Honeypot’: Blending Creative Storytelling And Oral History To Spotlight Queer Southern 
Black Women
Writer E. Patrick Johnson was hesitant to collect the stories of queer black Southern women. He 
is a cisgender gay black man, and the divide between the male and female experience was 
something he felt he could not portray on the page. But after being encouraged by women who 
wanted their experiences known and shared, he found a way to spotlight their voices.
In his latest book, “Honeypot: Black Southern Women Who Love Women” (Duke University 
Press/2019), Johnson blends oral history with creative writing to take readers on a trip below the 
Mason-Dixon line to learn about the lives of queer black women who live there. He uses the 
fictional character, Ms. B, to grapple with moments of male privilege and prejudice, and he 
weaves lessons of empathy between the stories of women he interviewed for the book.
E. Patrick Johnson is the Carlos Montezuma Professor of African American Studies and 
Performance Studies at Northwestern University. He joins host Frank Stasio to talk about the 
creative process behind “Honeypot” and what he hopes readers gain from its stories. 

Category: Science/Technology
NC Teens Grow Food, Faith And Focus On Cedar Grove Farm:
Sankofa Farms was originally supposed to be a school garden in which middle school students 
could get away from the pressures of the classroom and get their hands dirty in the soil. After 
the proposal was rejected by the school’s principal, middle-school science teacher Kamal Bell 
made a much bigger investment in the idea. Bell borrowed money from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and purchased 12 acres of land in Cedar Grove, North Carolina. In 2016 Sankofa 
Farms and Sankofa Farms Agricultural Academy were born. For Bell, this farm presents an 
opportunity to tackle many of the challenges faced by inner-city youth. Bell experienced some of 
these first hand as a child growing up in a food desert in Durham, and he hopes to use Sankofa 
to provide young teens life skills and the ability to grow their own healthy, nutritious food. Kamal 
Bell joins host Frank Stasio to talk about his mission for the farm and the obstacles he has faced 
so far. 16-year-old Kamoni King, a rising junior at Hillside High School in Durham, joins the 
conversation to share his experience with Bell and what he has learned from life on the farm.

July 6, 2020
Category: Environment

Dominion Energy Abandons Atlantic Coast Pipeline
Dominion Energy and Duke Energy announced the cancellation of the controversial 600-mile 
Atlantic Coast Pipeline Sunday. The companies cited mounting costs and construction delays 
as reasons for walking away from the project. Dominion sold its pipeline operations to Warren 
Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway investment company, which included more than 7,700 miles of 
natural gas pipelines and storage. The natural gas pipeline — which would have traced a path 
through West Virginia, Virginia and eight North Carolina counties — is only 10% built, and 
construction halted two years ago due to permitting hurdles. Host Anita Rao talks with Lyndsey 
Gilpin, founder and editor-in-chief of Southerly, about the cancellation of the project and what 
happens next.

Category: Arts
Meet Michelle Dorrance, A White Woman Dancer Paying Homage To Black Tap History



Between the COVID-19 pandemic and this summer’s social protest movement, 2020 has been 
challenging for the live performer. Michelle Dorrance is a world-renowned tap dancer who is 
using this time of cancellations and remote performances to contemplate new ways to use her 
art to incite and inspire. Dorrance is a native of Chapel Hill, the daughter of ballet dancer M’Liss 
Dorrance and University of North Carolina head women’s soccer coach Anson Dorrance. As a 
child, she studied at the school her mother founded, the Ballet School of Chapel Hill, under 
Gene Medler, founder and director of the North Carolina Youth Tap Ensemble. There she 
learned all about the African origins of percussive dance and the debt tap owes to Black 
American innovators. This history continues to inform her work, especially in 2020, when Black 
art is being highlighted to amplify how much Black lives matter. Host Anita Rao talks to 
Dorrance about her childhood in Chapel Hill; her school Dorrance Dance and its mission to 
educate and provide opportunities for dancers in a medium that is still marginalized; and the role 
live performers can play in social protest. 

July 3, 2020

REBROADCAST
Category: Arts and Culture

Movies On The Radio Screens “Return Of The Drive-In”
Social distancing guidelines are pushing many social interactions outdoors — so why not the 
movies? Drive-in theaters had their heyday in the 1950s and ‘60s, with showings of family 
classics, kitschy horror films, sci-fi wonders and — ahem — “adults-only” flicks. The coronavirus 
pandemic has sparked a resurgence of interest in the iconic activity. 

For this month’s Movies on the Radio, host Frank Stasio and film experts Marsha Gordon and 
Laura Boyes discuss films that made it big at the drive-in, reflect on listeners’ memories of the 
drive-in experience and share their own favorite drive-in stories. They’ll talk about how films like 
“Yours, Mine and Ours” drew in cars full of kids in pajamas in the backseat, and how parents 
hoped the kids would fall asleep while they watched “Psycho.” They’ll also review films that 
were enhanced by the outdoor experience, like “Close Encounters of the Third Kind” and “Men 
in Black 3.”

Gordon and Boyes share the history of drive-ins and the way the pandemic has affected the 
movie theater industry. Gordon is a film professor at North Carolina State University and a 
public scholar at the National Endowment for the Humanities. Boyes is the film curator for the 
North Carolina Museum of Art and the curator of the Moviediva series.

July 2, 2020
Category: Education

Awaiting Governor’s K-12 Orders, Districts Brainstorm Creative Reopenings
School board meetings are buzzing with suggestions of segmented days, converted spaces, 
private-public partnerships and other ideas for a managed reopening of public schools during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Students, families and employees are turning to district leadership 
after Gov. Cooper delayed directives on North Carolina public schools this week. Statewide 
orders will likely follow one of three plans:  no students returning in-person, schools and buses 
limited to 50% capacity or minimum restrictions. It is possible that rules are relaxed but strong 
recommendations are given to districts that can decide individualized strategies. Regardless, 
districts will have the choice to implement more restrictive reopenings than the state plan. Host 
Anita Rao explores the creative possibilities for healthy instruction with Cole del Charco, 
WUNC’s Fletcher Fellow for education policy reporting.



Category: Health
Digging Deeper Into NC’s Racial Disparities During The COVID-19 Pandemic
North Carolina’s COVID-19 cases continue to climb, and the state’s Black and Latino 
populations are being hit the hardest. Black citizens comprise about 22% of the state’s 
population, but they account for a third of deaths. And nearly half of the people who have tested 
positive identify as Hispanic, even though the group makes up less than 10% of the state’s 
population. What is causing these disparities and what larger social inequities do they highlight? 
Host Anita Rao explores these questions with reporters Victoria Bouloubasis and Leoneda Inge. 
Bouloubasis is an independent journalist and investigative reporter for Enlace Latino NC. Inge is 
WUNC’s race and southern culture reporter.

Category: Arts
Nora Knapp’s Music Looks As Good As It Sounds
Nora Knapp turns her dreams into song lyrics. Three-year-old voice memos on her phone 
become foundations for melodies and song titles. These chance inspirations are the building 
blocks of Knapp’s new album “Contradox.” The album maps the past year of her life — a year of 
struggling to make friends, working a new job, getting to know a new place and discovering her 
strongest values after graduating from college. The album proceeds thematically from darkness 
to light — her lyrics take the listener from “rooms without windows” to feelings of love “even in 
rain, even in storms.” Her quirky sampling and layered self-harmonies make up part of her 
unique sound, but her process also sets her apart from other artists. Knapp creates a song by 
recording a few vocal tracks, trimming the clips down and using them to make a visual pattern 
within her audio-editing software. After she arranges the clips visually, she listens through and 
adds instrumentals to create a whole and harmonious sound. Host Anita Rao talks with Knapp 
about the stories behind the songs and the process she uses to create her music.

July 1, 2020
Category: Economy

NC Unemployment Benefits Are Even Harder to Obtain Under COVID-19
In 2013, North Carolina’s legislature voted to cut unemployment benefits, shortening the number 
of eligibility weeks and capping the amount of funds workers could draw. Seven years later, 
unemployment is reaching unprecedented heights during the COVID-19 crisis. Before the 
pandemic, North Carolina was ranked lowest in the country for delivering unemployment 
benefits, with fewer than one in 10 applicants receiving payment in a timely manner. How are 
the state’s workers faring in this crisis? Host Anita Rao talks to ProPublica’s Ava Kofman about 
her reporting on the issue, as well as what will happen when federal unemployment provisions 
under the CARES Act end after July 31.

Category: Gender
Gender Inequities Are Deepening During COVID-19
For months, families have been quarantining together during the coronavirus crisis. The 
pandemic has forced parents and partners to rethink everything, from division of household 
chores and childcare duties to work-from-home needs and whether or not a job that cannot be 
performed remotely is even worth keeping, if childcare is unavailable or unaffordable. Women 
already assumed disproportionate responsibility for domestic labor before the pandemic. 
COVID-19 has only exacerbated that divide. Host Anita Rao talks to Lisa Levenstein, director of 
the UNC Greensboro’s Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies Program. 

Category: Economy
Bright Black Candles Sees A ‘Beyonce Bump’ In Sales



When Tiffany M. Griffin began dating her husband, Dariel, in 2014, they discovered a shared 
love of candles. They began researching how to make their own and soon, a passion project 
was born. But it was not until Tiffany found herself furloughed from her government job in 2019 
that she decided to turn that passion project into a full-time pursuit. Bright Black Candles was 
incorporated as a business late last year, and things were off to a promising start. Then COVID-
19 hit, forcing them to move their outdoor-market-based business to an e-commerce model. As 
a small startup, a pandemic could have had dire consequences for the couple, but with more of 
their customer base quarantining, they noticed a small uptick in sales. Then, nationwide protests 
against systemic racism hit — which led to something Bright Black could not have possibly have 
predicted: a mention on a viral Twitter thread, which led to a mention on Beyonce’s website, 
which led to an astronomical spike in requests for hand-poured candles. Host Anita Rao talks to 
Tiffany M. Griffin about the wild ride she, Dariel and Bright Black Candles are navigating. 


